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Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Boell, UP, to the
Greenwich hound Table at the Trafalgar Hotel,
Greenwich
at 8.00pm, Friday 15 December 1978

•

Round Table, which I enjoy the opportunity to address in
various parts of the country several times a year, is non-political.
This does not mean of course that it banishes all subjectswhich concern the collective life of men in their societies. Th2t weuld
pabulum to such subjects as moth-hunting or Ilorris
limit its
dancing; and I would wonder whether even those are perfectly devoid
of political content. Round Table is non-Lartv political, ghich
no1 toloe a used tor ae ff=t-lon oi
means that fi:sYospireall-Ly—as
party views and party ends.
Tonight I shall be well within those guidelines - if I dans
use an expression so ominously contemporary. The question of which
I wish to speak has created a fracture which runs - admittedly alce
a jagged and irregular line - from top to bottom of both the major
political parties. It is a fracture which, true to the metaphor,
have to bring you is that in
portends earthquakes; and the news
this uresent month that fracture has suddenly begun to yawn and the
seismographs to record precursory tremors,
not to jcin the
C.;overnment
The decision of Her 1-;lajesty's
system of fixed currency ratios, known as the L. .0. or European
idonetarySystem, is the beginning of the end for Britain's membership (in anything recognisable as its present form) of the European
Economic Community. In the Yar of Eritish independence which -bee7ah
_ .
ih the 199e's, tne long retreat is over. Henceforward the advauce
begins which will not terminate before our independence is fuli
tural and political, have their life
regained. All creatures,
eyelet they wax and wane they grow and they diminish. :Fromthe
European political units,
moment when the process of cereat'
it does not stand stillt
comprising Britain ceases
it moves into reverse, The b 0 which Germany and france made in.
dom in a common currency system
1978 to involve the United
the latest of a progressive series of moves towards unificatien.
The tide has reached its
7 or the first timf,,this one failed.
upper limit on the beach. I'romnow onwards it must ebb.
,

8-evenyears ago - it \sasin a speech at east Ham - I
predi ted that -Pritairwould not Thin the e.-eC. I wr-snot mistakena
never have. 7r= the Oontinent since 1973 there has risen a
t2ke
erescendo of co plaint against the Britieh that they do

- 2 seriously, do not seriously mean,the commitment involved in their
adherence to the Treaty of Rome - that they are not heart and soul
in the Community. It is no answer to this complaint to refer to -t-lo
fact that within the Community the "'ranch,the Grrmans and the
rest still pursue their separate interests, arguably with more
success and selfishness than ourselves. Compitmont to the implic,etiens of the Treaty of Rome, to progressive economic and politicl
unification of Western Europe, is not inconsistent with sectional
interest and local selfishnesst there were sectional interests anii.
local selfishness within the German Empire, both the medieval and t-n
modern versions of it. The real reason for Europe's chorus of coroplaint is its pained and still uncomprehanding discovery of tho
fact that Britain never has acceT)tedthe Community, never has
•

intended what the Community is all about.
From both sides the misunderstanding was inevitable and predietable - indeed, boringly, I predicted it. On the side of the
Continent it is due to the characteristic which distinguishes
European man, homo Euro aeus, from the rest of our species, namely,
the inborn conviction that he understands the British better than
they do themselves, and that, without taking the least trouble to
find out anything about them. The fact that the british state is
by its fundamental nature incompatible with membership of the 1].-:cC
hav never for an instant been taken in by the Community, even
though the British Government told it so in the plainest terms at
the very moment of advising a Yes vote in the constitutionally inconceivable referendum of 1975.

.

side also resPonsibility for the misundersndOn the -;Thitish
lies in our (=innate characteristics, and two in 1-JarTI-cular
1-',''
our humug and our patience. I7obodyin the outside vTorldever
17:nlish
allows,or ever has allowed, sufficiently fcr those -;_reat
virtuest our almost infinite capacity for humbugging ourselves and
thereby everybody else; and that apparently limitless -oatienceanAq
an uneoualled
indifference to insult and injury which evee,-lios
capacity for end.uranceand recovery. Like our infe,ntry,who in
no
this as in so much else arc the epitome of the nation, we ar,t2
defeat therE)is
better than average in attack, but in defe,ncear.Z.
nobody to touch us.
in our island stor,y
It has -7ohappened that at this jun'_Tture
Secretary and then Prime Ilinisteris
the man who was first 7o-,-eign
a statesman who exhibits these native lualities in the highest
triumcch,-that of sp,srovin
His istest anc77:)erhaszre,,te-st
de=ee.
the European I'onetarySystsm while at the s,me,ti17.e
anj apT)laudinP:

- 3 refusing to join it and rejecting it in principle - ought not to
blind us to his superb generalship during the retreat phase (now
concluded) which has occupied the first five years of our Viar of
and lt is a truism of history that Britain's S1,14.03s2Independence;
ful ars begin with a long retreat, though not always as long as
this one has been.
In peace, as in war, timing is everything.

In retrospect

it can now be seen that in 1974-75 opinion in Britain was not ri7Jo
for the consecuences of such a renegotiation of the Treaty of
7,-10
Accession as the Labour Party's manifestoes of 1974 held out.
conseauences would have been the withdrawal - under some procediere
or other - of Britain from the Community which it had only 'oined
It was to be another three years before the
recorded at the referendum
electoral majority against withdrawal
of June 1975 was first eroded and then converted into a minority.

a year or two before.

Accordingly in 1974-75 the renegotiation was played out as a
charade; and, with one hand half concealing a grin, the Government
declared it to have been completed and recommended staying in,
while expressly recalling that membership would remain dependent on
the continuing assent of Parliament, that is to say, it would still
The next wave of advance by the Community towaras
be provisional.
economic and political union was also, thouF,:hmore reluctantly,
judged too strong to resist and was therefore absorbed by a strategy
of phased withdrawal designed to give the maximum time for recovei.„.0
Thou.gh accepted in principle at the end of 1975, direct election
of the European assembly - which, by endowing the parliamentary
body of the Community wlth the attrlbutes Of democratic repri,selltaolluniuy instiaJe
JTcJfftji
tion,woull immensely incre-EJ-tri
and correspondingly diminish that of nationi,1 institutions- Wae
--

and the Frim3
allowed to founder in the session of 1976-77;
of the Govornment's
before the next session, issued a doclartion
intention to safeuard the authority nf -rational parliaEorts and
governments,

a purpose cirectly inconsts,tert wilh as,-nt to ar

elected Assembly.
of
:Tevertheless, after the Thro-oean Cou-,ecilin the onter
parliamentary
1977, a sharp retreat was ehecuted, in which
approval for direct European olection--1was ra:oldly secured, althou;:h
opPosod to further
by that time a strong elsment in the Cabinet vr-1.s
withdrawal, and the price had to be paid of a bead-on conflict
beteen the CTovernment and the rank-:and-fils and the policy-mahin'e,edyof its own party.

Ike

troops werc perilously

near to mutiny.

However at this sta7e, as it so sftdn doos, Trovidence

took a he.nd

•
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There had been an important side-show which, at first little
regarded, came to attract increasing Public attention. This, whio.
resembled a play within a play, was John Silkin's
one-man rearguard action on behalf of the British fishing industry
to prevent the Conmunity from appropriating, under the form of a
Common Fisheries Policy,the fishing grounds and resources of the
British Isles. Ships and the sea will always touch a chord with an
island nation; and the spectacle of David outfaci-hgthe airopoan
Goliath (Gundelach, by the way, is a Teutonic form of Goliath)
crystallisedthe rapidly xrowing mood of public disenchantment whicb
the opinion polls were registering, This was the time at which oven
the foreign Secretary went out of his way in the Commons to "note
fact that there is still a considerable body of opinion in tsis
, tn:-,'
country which does not feel that we have benefited from our memb:;rship of the Community. That is a fa4ktwhich any government must
take into account, and take serlously".

AI

The Community chose this of all 74omentsto stage a summer
offensive which was intended by December to have converted the
Zoilverein into a monetary union and thus deprived the United
:ingdom of the power of monetary and economic self-determination.
This time, however, there was no further retreat. Contirental
Lurope had overplayed its hand at last. Skilfully whipping up
es
feeling by exhibiting in the crueaest light the econ=ic disadvantag
of Community membership - and doing so, by a shrewd stroke, in the
very citadel of the moneyedinterest, thP Guildhall of the City of
wa
e ainning of 7)o:comber
London itself - the Prime lilinister
at the 'o
'r r' ,losition to deliver the first British non to the European
Community. It is true that the bellswere not fariE-7.777-7.111.Is
77---in the,Commeras
at Et Mararets;
but the burst of lauhter/which greeted the
OProsition Leader's luckless exordium "This is a sad day for Euro,
as if the news of Alamein had boen hailed as "a sad day for Germarny'',
told its own story.

0-

There was however somothing much more,interesting which
happened that afternoonand I end by dra77n,7your attention to i+',
becauso in effect the strategy for E,ritain'snext campaign campain, this time, of national resurgence - was being marked out.
Th- newspapers rnd maybe the foreign ambsssadors did not observe
a statement which th::Tzril,itfnistermade in al-scono to an intor7cntion, a statement both ..::vdently
robeard
and frly
volunteero
The fact that the interveation 7rasfrom ah 71ster 1.J.P.
is neither
here ror t;nre.
ID-r-',-me
:ainister'swords ran as follows,';

—5 —
"The control by Parliament of this country's economic
and financial affairs must alyays be absolute, except
to the extont that we ourselves decide formally to
surrender a part of it, as we did, for example, when we
entered the international Uonetary Fund. 1 would not
hesitate to recommond to the Housu a departure from our
national severeirmty for an international monetary
system if 1 thouht that it would increase izrowth,
relations
reduce unemployment and make for better tradin9.7
between the countries of the world as a whole or a part
of them. But that must be a deliberL.teand conscious
decision by this country and its peo-ple."
What makes that statement so siPmificant is the repeated reference
to an explicit and positive decision not merely by Parliament but 'cy
the country, as the necessary condition for any cession of
Parliament's economic soverei:7nty. Tt is a statement which sends
the mind back over rearly ten years to the declaration made by
410 Edward Heath just before the 1970 blection,that British members1ii-2
of the Conmunity self-evidently -presupposedthe"full-hearted cou,---±
of Parliament and people". That precondition was jettisoned by te
fo=er Prime Minister as soon as the prospect of Fritain bein 1,,t
in by the French presented itself. This tine the Prime Linister
armed himself with the same principle of "full-hearted consent" as
Thein forced into further retreats an] a pivot
an insurance a.7.ainst
the Community when he crocee(Th
on which to turr the tables a,,gainLt
to attack the encroachments it has already made.

in 7t Lawrence Jewry, 7.7 2, l..17)
2,c',dress
own choice.
The title under which I speak to you is.r.iy

I have
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them
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is kno n as "fundamentalism";
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e

iTlificas and

I return in conclusionsto the fi7ure of the aged Galileo,
with whom I hope I have not taken undue liberties.He was on his
knees to recant what he knew to be the truth, as his reason and
observationunambiguouslyproved it to him. Ten days hence, on
ChristmasEve I also shall be on my knees. I shall not havebeen
brought there or forced onto them by the Inquisition;but I shall
be there under an even greater compulsion,that of internalne—
ces ity, the convictionthat I cannot — even that I dare not — do
otherwise.I shall have asserted aloud ty belief in the incarnation,
and I shall have received in palpable form confirmationthat it
was directedto me individually.All my thinking,all my enquir:/,
all my inkling of facts yet undiscoveredand questionsnot yet
asked will not pr vent me from saying,"Butstill it moves".

OH 1E77-11170:
NOn FOH 2U3LICA'1101T
TO C=I17T BEFORL TIY,E07 DELTVEH7
to the
Speech by the Rt. Hon. C. Enoch Fov:ell,Idl)
Orange Lodge ITo.792 Annual EuPper, Sir William
Allen I:emorialHall, Lioira, Co. Dovrn.
at 7.30 pm, Saturday, 9 December 1978

I am deli:hted that toniht's occasion affords me the
opportunity of payinE tribute, within ]myown constituency, to the
signal service that the Orar-7eOrder has reucbreddurinizthese last
years to the cause of the Union and thereby to the cause cf peace
and stability for all who live and work in Dorthern Ireland. it is
particularly opportune to do so at a time when Northern Ireland's
integral place in the Union is being affirmed by Parliament itself
more positively than for almost a century.

I say that, because the

hedistribution of Ceats Dill will resto7e to irorthernIreland that
full representation in Parliament which from 1886 onwards one party
in the state was committed to deny and which Parliament did destroy
in 1912.
I am not myself an Orangeman,

I would not havo thouht

either creditable to myself or respectful to you to have sought te
don the orange sash as a sort of perfunctory gesture of assimilatiog.-1,
simply because Ulster Unionism had called me to its aid and made s..e
an Ulsterman by adoption. Tiotwithstanding,I have carried about
with me in my pocketbook for the last four years, to be ready to
confute any who might allege otherwise, the terms of the command
which is enjoined by the Orange Order upon each of its members "ever to abstain from all unchal-itablewo7-ds,actions or sentiments
- and toe basic declaration of
tov:rds his RomPr Catholic bq-o-thren"
the Order that it "will n,t Pdmit juts its brotherhood persons whom
-- intolerant spirit leads to persecute, injurs or upbraid any man.
on nccount of his reliious

opiriors".

%416,0044 I want to acknoi:IleOe publicly the debt 7:hich is
oyed to the Crange Order for L.

atttue

-4-akenin the ^ri=,,is
of the lac7t
it 1-1,=4

-

it has held and the st•-:-O
years

FTOM

- 2 -

4

to end, the voice of the Order has been raised on the side of thn
law,of justice, of commonsense and of restraint;

and neither

danger nor criticism nor hysteria have availed to shake it.

Its

frame of mind is well expressed, and its leadership well illustratod,
by a passage I would like to Quote from the splendid statement
issued recently under the title The 77'-70r a-ud The Institution,iroaffirm

and reinforcn-r earlier words of the Grand Orange Lodge af

Telfas
reactions to the
But we roust
to exploit
opponents
our
of
desire
the
ever be mindful of
Ye must bring cur
such feelings to their own advantage.
people to see that recrimination and self-pity are no
answer to the challenge we face".
"Anger and frustration are understandable

humiliation we have borne in recent years,
•

4

good sense, deternination and an

:Threwdness, leve headedy,

instinct for the essential 1044447are nualities which the UlsterEan
regards Pr=1typically his.

They are qualities of which the Orange

c;rder has set an example, and -r,:vr more so than eighteen months ago,
when its influence was decisively exert2d against a wild and dangerous cttor:10 to coerce larliamert and
-rd unia7fu' action,

li, failure of that

and thc
.:-t-ter.pt,

manifest refusal of thn Ulster people to countenance it, has
been the prime factor - certainly it Aastone

of the prime factors

in that marked slteratior for the better in our affairs over tha
4

a. Alle •2.-iit77L

last year or so,/which only the wilfully blind can fail to discern
and which has created the background and conditions

for our cur=t

and future political advances,
Yor all tha,

a great part of the credit must go to the

Orange Order,which gave leadership when leadership was needed.
nrder i-erits single-minded
continuing contribution of th,-- I an not afraid to say, simple-minded - inculcation of the meanin:
of the Urinn.

Amid all the confusion of partisan Imanceuvres and tne

babol of voi^es Pedling

insn-ore

iitistvss"

ond bogus

noi-oted to that

- 3 essential thing which for Ulster comes first, middle and last
Union.

the

It has reminded those who were sometimes in dan,7erof for-

etting that the Union is the parlamentary Union, tho unconditioil7
and undivided supr=acy of the Crown in Parliament ov r all part
of the nation.

In no other framework and oilno lower plane can tile

rights and liberties of all in "Tertheril
Ireland be assured or their
opportunity guaranteed to play in the affairs of the nation whatever part their abilities and aptitudes entltle them to.

That is

the conception which inspired the creators of the original
....abw

parliamentary Union in 1800.
4

••••••—

That is the fithwhich nerved the

Unionists cf 1912 and 1921 to make ifoodUlsters
within the parliamentary Union.
Orane

Mat

claim to stay

i7 the loyalty v7hiohtho

Order now, as it h,f,s
done for close upon two ontulLs,

ch;:irishes
ftndsustains.

HO' FCR 7=ICATTO:
0a RI--EnLi1
'0 C=a-:-- IJEFORIT
C7
:Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Snoch 1-oTell, liP, at the
knnual :,teneral
7eetin. of the Hourne Divisional
Unionist Association at :ewccstle, Co. Do':n
8 pm, :riday, 8th ?ecember 1973

There appear from time to time in the newspapers speculations
as to the future marriage of the heir apparent to the throne of
this Kingdom.

I imaFine I speak for most people in saying that I

dislike and deplore unnecessary and impertinent
intrusions into
of
the
Sovereign and
life
the personal and private aspects of the
the Royal Family, thouth such intrusions aro neither novel nor,
probably, preventible.

•

There is however one aspect of a hy-botheti-

cal marria,.'7re
of His Royal Hihness
respectfully

upon Thich comment, if duly

T-

expressed, is neither unnecessary nor impertinent.

is not unnecessary,

because a future event can be forestalled or

influenced only if it is commented upon in advance and therefore,
of necessity, speculatively.

It is not importjhant because it

refers to an aspect of the life of royalty which is public and net
Private, by virtue of the very fact of relationship

to the throne.

The law of this country, derivin,,7from the Bill of Rights of
1689 and the .Lct of Settlement of 17019 prohibits the possession of
the crown of this realm by (I c!uote the Sill of Ricrhts) "all ard
every person and persons that is, are or shall be reconciled to cr
shall hold communion with the See or Church of Rome or shall pro::':ss
the Popish reliprion or shall marry a 1apist".

;'=Juch
a cerson ma,r-

not "use or exercise ary res.al power, authority or jurisdiction
within the same", a provision which presumably embraces the CXE:2cise of powers under the Re7ency Act, 1937.
thfluzh -it -is not imediately

material,

I note also in passci:c

the fact that the words "LoY

o'communion
with"
appearever
to to
uresent
almost insurmountable
difficulties
if would
there were
be commnion
between the Church
of 1n7land ezi the Roman Catholic Church.
.L11 provisions of ira havo their historical

context of

CT' the _Rill of ki7hts and the :._ctof
lainly onoush that e2 men livin under th immodiate

ori,7ir; and the terEinoloy
Succession is

impression of the events of 1688 and the ir.ncresnion,
less impeed...te
but still rrofound, of the evonts of 1553-58.

It would be easy to

conclude that therefore, because tbs.,
world of today is infinitoly
more

remote from those events and irIdescritahly different, th

that provision of law may be t-r-eatedLs obsolete and thus T'Ei
readily repealahan; if convenence

should -oosul-e; but it wouls L:

feomsin so to conclude, and that is: the first Leima 5±

ueeds

C.

•

- 2 be said, in the comparative peace and calm of a question u-.hichis,
always
Nobody should underestimate
academic.
as I trust itremair,
the immense emotional forces -which,after nearly three hundred years
and despite everythin7 that has altered in the interval, still
under the antique draftsmanship of those two :cts of 2arliament.
The next thing. to be said is that this is not a religious
question. By that I do not mear that for some it may not be a
matter of reliJzion; for everything may be a matter of relit-ion.
mean that it does not necessarily and on any view involve either
I stress this because it
religious belief or religious toleration.

•

would be easy, and as foolish as easy, to suppose that, since relitions tolerance did not exist in 1688 or 1701 but is now lonE established and since the desirability of reconciliation between the
various brarches of the Christian Church - called the ecumenical
movement or ecumenicalism - is now so fashionable an assumption as
to daunt any prospective doubter, therefore only religious bi-,l'otry
would dispute that the relevant constitutional
obsolete and as such repealable.

provisions Eere

I will to further and apply to
The question is political.
the question is
it a specific form of the description "political"
It is this character which, carrying it effortlessly
national.
across the chasm of so many years, lands it at the cetre
burnint-point of present politics and present conflicts.

and

not

makesthe issue political is/the fact that tho
What
Pope is a temporal soverei7n and the head of a state as well as of
a Church. It is not as the head of a state that for Roran Catholiai
The
he possesses authority and the right to th:-ir allegiance.

•

issue would have been the same durint the bow

period when his

temporal status was not acknowledged, and would be the same if the
Vatican teritory disappeared from the map of Italy and of the world.
:That does me,ke the issue political is the rature - what is today the

7

unique nature - of the Eritish state.
The _British state is a prescriptive mionarchy, where all
authority - that is to sa5; all lawful compulsion exercised by Jk
ultimately vested in, and derived fro-s,
state over its members thh: Crowr, and that, not 0V virtue of any compact - it v:as not a
-

and Lary to convert into law tae
compact 7hich enabled
which we know as the Bill of-ni:shts - but by virtue of
par-st
the
by virtuo cf the monarchy ana tha no.tion b,.rinir.7
ial acceptanc,
iswearabTh
4-

they are,in
products of tho sarao historical process:
creaturss of cnc birth. The unwritton no.turo of tho

British constitution - the fact that tho o is no documnt,

•

•
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exactly the same.

2 -

As in the case of coal, the territoriality

of

the source was significant only because it was related to the ion:cost and hi471-1
conveniene
of transmission cr transportation.
matters is real cost at the point of consumption, wherever the
point of oriin

may be.

To such virtue attaches to Torth Sea oil.

71-1most that

be stated - even so, with some diffidence, in a market dominated b:
international
United Kindom

arranements

- is that the oil can be sold in the

at pricos not hifher than those at which the sam.o

products traded on enternal markets and imported into the United
Kin,c7domare sold. In other words, lIorth Sea oil has produced no
revolution in the energy economics of Eritain.

7e are however

still livin7 in the aftermath of the events of 1973, when
7]astern oil prices, long held at unnaturally
released and shot up like a jack-in-the-box

low levels, were
far above the levels

which will prevail after the full censeouences of tho 7JriCC;'
rise
Lave been realized, in terms of economies, of stimulation of proc-tion, and of incentive to substitution.
the oranisations

Tt is an ominous fact that

which the consunino nations formed have sho=

interest from the start ir kcopin,7 prices "LIDrather than down.
':ithout undue pessimism it would be reasonable to suppose that
TTorth Sea oil will not become more competitive - to put it mildly as time i_7oesby.
Sinificantlj,

o-rounds on •hich i:orth Soa oil is poplilorly

- and politically - troatbd as a iodsond do not ihclilde choapnsso.
Thoso frounds ars of a different character altozother.

The two

Trincipal onos are, first, that ITorth Sea oil, beiri 'British' or
'sterling' oil, eliminates oil isiports frora what is c=od
our
balanco of rayrsents, that is, that we do not have to export in
order to buy it;

and socondly, that 7orth Sea oil increasos

national income and thus our taablo
tors

capacity.

7oth thoso vro-cosi-

-rost on widespread and serious misconceptions.
.rehave

-

=intainili

lived uhfer sT,-vornent policios Yhich were diroc
an artificial

oKchano

value of the pound.

course of this ondeavour g7.overnmontshave cast upon thE: screen of
the public r-findthe pictu-re of a balaYlco of payrlants diesictd as
two columns of fiuro-s, representin7 resp,-.ctivolyiriports and
tr-t:1-7
woulj oo
en-,T,orts.
either a surplus or a deficit - actual-iy, on the balance of tradb
or visible trade, but commonly it was wrono,ly d=,-iledthe 'oslan.coef
payments.

I, surplus was rearded

.i7overn:sontal
self-7audaticn;

as cause for national prido an

a h.ficit was rearded

as a short-
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cominy of tho Eritish people, which they must somehow ro,nedy cr
suffer the punishment of a fall in the exchane

rate of the ps7t.

'Zith this picture burnt into their retina, it tTas oasy tc hoodwink
people into supposing that if a big item such as oil was talein out
of the imports column, this would oliminate a deficit or even (oh,
joy) create a surplus.
oil;

Hence thu supposed blessings of indigenous

and you can still read of Treasury liiinistersgiving answers

in Hansard which purport to quantify

"the oupected benefit to the

balance of payments from 17orth Sea oil in the current year.°

Moro

could not be greater nonsense.
The balance of trade and, still more, tho balance of payments
are not the result of a sort of compilation of individual items, so
that one item can be removed here or another instrtod thero

as

child might do when building piles of coloured bricks.
tudes of the various items aro pot causes of the respective total
hut consecuences.

Fayments in and payments out - pounds received

ard pounds relincuished, ir oxchango for other currencies - must
balanc
Ull

bocause they cannot do anythiPg else. Therefore,
the Items - loans and borrowings, imports and

exports - adjust themselves automatically and continuously, undor
the influence of the exchange rate, to produce overall equality.
It simply is impossible to make a surplus with the rost of the 7=Iml
by cutting imports;

for if loss of a particular itom

-5

inrort

e

d

everything else immediately alters to make allowance for the chanse.
Tven if it wore true (which it is not) that a higher exchLnge
rtP

for a nat-lor's currency is preferable to a lower

-'(";al")

the rate cannot be forced up just Oy refraining from importing,
because, immediately tho rate begins to rse

as a resrat, exports

and the other variables fall off se as to match.
The claim that it -15,
a good thing to ree- c
hom,producad

ion.artIn cil by

oil at the same pPico toils (Thwn in short to tTio oolT=

tior that .Thd,sq
enterndi trIn

ii

ettor than more - an assertion as

vacuous as the cpposits assertion that moro el,:ternaltrade io
than

loog.

The truth is that wo yant ths bust 7cattern of t!-aCio,und

that is when we are enchanin:
that
s

our products to test advantao wetear
mc
circue-lef
e^oncmy or acroos the -oorThrs. In 3=
mean more cxternal trade, in others leso; but no one cep

in advance or as a :oneral rulc wnothr

our total ovorseas trodo

"eua-ht" to ha z.reter or smo:11,-r. YLetkoP we. aro botter off for
harms

:orth Sea oil insteTud a

importin.:7it fteponds on whether -we

aro thereby getting it o'nuaper, i.. in exchanze for leso of.:rerythin:g oloe that we produce or could produce. do wo COLI back to
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price;

is it cheaner oil or not?

If not, tha.re is no benet'lt.

jorrocks, the Cockney foxhunter, used to have a rule
dine from home if you can eat better at home.
7orth ta
be

The trouble about

soon

oil is that we aro eating no better at home, and nay

,atinf worse
Lot

US

lock row at the othor allegatior, that 7orth Sea oil

increases our national income and thus our taxable capacity — in
short, our wealth.

It is curious that this notion should be so

prevalent when the actual calculations made by Government itself aro
so discouraginp.

-Por example, in the Iublic Expenditure blue book

of January this year the Treasury pointed out that "over tho 25
years or so up to the beginnirz of the recent recessjon the trerl
;),,J,-r.°

rate of growth of gross domestic product was 2 3/4 per cent a They ther went on to say that "sven allowing fer the fster

growth

of labour supply and the contribution made by tho rising outout of
Uorth Sea oil, it would be jmprudent to cou-at on a faster rato of
7rowth of produr-tjve potert-lal thar 3 r r cent a year" — that is to
say, only one quarter of one per cent,

ard not all of that,

would

be accounted for by 7.7orthSea oil.
Under the head of revenue, as opposed
samo dac=ent

prodr,ct-iveootertial,

expected a rise ih the yield of taxation betweor

1977-78 arC 1979-80 of just over ft billior, of which a third, :71.4
billion, would, in the Treasury's words, "be accounted for by tho
growing volume of tax ard royalty receipts arising from Horth
oil".

What that meant, however, is that, as tho share of Irorth

oil in the gross domestic product increases, thc' revenue increases
mere than proportionately

because the percentage taken in taxeo

royalties on oil is higher than/Li—Ilie rest of the national irc000.
Treasury allowed a 7,1impso of the reality to appear wrer
to 7.ierthIta oll c-rd
they concluded that "thr-re is now,
The

the adjustm,ents achirgaed in -toe bost year, ar op7)ortunity to 'Teve
a Ingher rate of groth
it

than has teen achieved for sisny years. 7:ut
is only an oceortun-ity". The -;:cyr'd"orportunity" proviCes the

clue to the nature of the real increase, if an=g, in dur national
wealth which is attributable

to Uorth Sea oil.

It jo the possibi

— or rather the assumption — that the diversion of effort into
producing 1Torth Sea oil t7rom producing the goods and services that
would otherwise hayoe been exchanged for the equivalent innorted oil
of produqtive qapacity, though it
has thrown up a surplus or 1=gin
can...neitherbe demonstrated

nor cuantified.

This surplus or norzin,

ho7ever, if it exists, has to bo put to actual use if a not ad;U:sr.
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to eur national wealth i3 to result.

Thus We arrive at apamtioult:'

case cf the zeneral law that increase iii cconorgic well-being

deend

on a continuous shift of effort from less to more efficient and well-chosen applications.

For a highly developed industrial economy li]7

ours there is no a priori presumption that the extraction and
processin

of an indigenous raw material affords a superior applica-

tion for capital and labour compared with the alternatives.
"dhe
decision can only be made from or-so to case ara from tme to tlmcand herein lie some of the dangers of 7orth Sea oil for our future
The crudestand most obvious danger is that,like the tinker in
the Shakeseare

play, we might fall victims to the intoxicating

delusion that we have suddenly and miraculously
live accordingly.

Hoever,

become rich md

cmn

the cold accounts could be reli,ed ut)o

to waken Us fairly smartly out of that little daydream, though nct
necessarily

before we have made inflationary

fools of ourselves.

The more durable and accordingly more serious dangers arc difnereht.
F-ow that we have, as a nation, invested so deeply, in pride aLha
capital, in Forth Sea oil, thc temptation will be enormous, if and
when Forth Sea oil becomes actully

dearer than oil or energy obit:gL-

able elsewhere or otherwise, to lock ourselves into our own domestic
oil econom-y and. infrin7o ths fundcmental rule of L:11 tra,Th - to buy
in the cheapest 7arket arZ sell in the dearest.

ThoanTer

that 7L

shall so behave will be intensified by the ftllacjous -idoas lons:
current about the nature of exchare,serates and the balance of payments and the almost unlimited opaortunities which these afford to
governments

for futfiaf prices and hoodw-inkin

the -outmic. Tho

saluta-oy practice o.f'
cutting losses oarTher rather than later is
notoriously

unpopular with politicians

and it is s=ely

not

-otiblishedth- trosTsoctus for
naughty tn sugFest that those mloo 1:ff.-ye
11 Thrado anO, nationalised
unlikely to ied
daner,

nan.gri La before they 7ot there, are

10qt illus-'=.
the von -2-1tho retreat '-'-09:77

Ti-

in short, is that like tlo- anciont 2istol, we may find.

-elm-7 beml-a:.
foY'oud to (]-'in::
our ‘-'-n.
The second dri.,:=,:er
is in a sunso another aspoct cti'
ths samo.
It is the danger asdociated with all indi7snous raw materials ,=4.na
rescurcoo, nhm.e7y the ,':7_7.7 trtetlancv,easly
bsycholo7ioally,

foto offor.t ,enC in,;Lt•et

and tied to themi just becuso

tu

unders-Houdable
unlurly ottraute

they are -7-rZ.i9:,:lcus
el-,Sbecau.sc 9f t.

coste-ilatlon of fallncias (mhic

Ore havc, just been oybscillirh7)

surrourdo the a.'aolesubjoct cf ratural -oesou-oces. 1 t:suld
have ro ri-iffc17-Ity
4r ID,--.0tos-i.n
fnm IF me ti: ot.cricsilo:,"7-hat -i-e
the opinion of this House the hapTiest coLhri.r-',os
,-.J.re
those wh-lch

•
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have no natural resourcPs".

Lie

per cent true;

all such apnorisms, it

iF rlot 1:-:

but for a hi7hly developed industrial economy

our ovrh,deeply eng-aged in worldwide trade, it is a proposition witei
a remarkably high percentage

of truth to it.

The eattern of optilg—

application for such an economy is constahtly shiftin
single resource is lif-cciThr
to retain the sam:- positon
pattern for lonF.

and no
1-1
that

This brincfs Triein conclusiol- to th2 :good news last.

Myer

since the :Thrth Sea oil bubble rose to the surfe.ce o-f public consciousness, people have 7orried themselves into nervous breakdowns
a:pout ,ghat will happen "when the oil gives out", accompanied by
consultations

of palmists and necromancers

to discover how lon

it

will last, as though its termination would herald in a sort of
terminal Ice Age.

The only thing certain about such predictions is

that in the past they hove always proved wildly wrong.
is not the real consolation,

But thLt

The real consolation lies in the mai]:1

theme of this paper, namely, that economically rforth Sea oil is

t

best a doubtful and highly marginal benefit, and is accompanied '-m
several severe risks and drawbacks.

If that is so, we can view t:se

prospective gradual cy-_hstion of this natural rssource with
ehilosophical eduanimity, knowing ourseves
edually secure aganst
the dangem of sudden and violent wealth ard of sudden ard disastrnus

-

im,poverishment.

•

OR
ITDTPUD.:ICATIOU
TO C077717 B7PORE TIHE OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt, Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MP at a
public meeting in the Town Hall, Warrenpoint
Newry, Co. Down
at 8 pm, Friday, 24th November 1978

I have never, in the course of my political life - to the
best of my knowledge and understanding - advocated a policy which I
did not believe to be in the interest of all my constituents,
however deeply divided, by class or other differences, they might
be.

This was not less true when four years ago I stood for election

for South Down as an upholder of the Union;

and I am prepared to

assert that, without exception, the measures which my fellow Ulster
•

Unionists a-.dI have advocated and in part secured during the life
of this parliament haye been calculated to benefit all and to disadvantage none.
The Union, though this is a fact sometimes forgotten, is t(:is
parliamentary union:

that is its true name and its true nature.

en live by faith no less than by reason - perhaps more - and I an
not ashamed to avow that, for me, political life hinges upon fai
in Parliament. I am an uninhibited and unconditional believer in
parliamentary government: I believe that, of all human contrivances,
the parliamentary system of the United Kingdom affords the best
-ce freeiho 1:1-del-TitTOT-T/stland
- live
--thOS-e-T
available gua-i.an---t-e-e—t-O
d,

dom.

I do not, on the analogy of the old adapthat "the king can do

no wron,

say that Parliament can do no wrong.

'IhatI do say is

that, of all forms of government, Parliament does least wrong and
soonest mends what wrong it does.
When the Northern Ireland constitution of 1920 was destroyed
in 1972 "at a stroke" - indeed by the very inventor of that famous
nrase himself - what was left was not the p:arliamentaryUnion.
7hat was left in Northern Ireland was a travesty of parliamentar::
government. There were three gross resoects in which our membercin
of the Union was a maimed and mutilated thing.

First, the population

of

orthenlIreland was gravely under-represented in Parliament
itself without even a shadow of the excuse that Northern Ireland

a local parliament. This manifest inecfuitynot only, by imolicatin
denied the full reality of the Union as far as Northern Ireland was
concerned.

It prevented the people of Northern Ireland from receiving that degree of attention and representation by their respective
liembers of Parliament to which they were entitled. The princIple of
one man, one vote, one value was dishonoured.
The second defect was that the law was made for Northern
Ireland not by Parliament but by ministerial Order„which no amount of
prior consultation or concessions on the length of the affmative
procedures

could render tolerable.

To legislate for Uorthern Ireland
by Order was in effect to deny to :Torthern Ireland the very essence
6-f the parliaMentary Union, the meaning of which is that forEll parts
of the Union the law is made by Parliament itself in the same way and
on the same principles.
The disadvantage came home to the individual

citizens in Northern Ireland, whose representatives were unable to
bring to bear upon the maT:ing of new law- the legitimate interests and
wishes of their constituents.
Pinally, the third defect was the almost total absence of any
local democratic representation of the people of Northern Treland in
the administration of those functions and services which most clor-el
affect their lives.

Bureaucratic

thesis of parliamentary

centralisation

is the very anti-

government.

It would be true to say t:,:iat
at
no time - going back lon:z before the nineteenth century - had the
central government or -Parliament attempted in Great Britain to con-

•

duct or control the day-to-day life of the locallties.
In Northern
Ireland, for almost every matter which concerned the details of his
Cal y

ife, the citizen's solo responsib1e representative

was his

ember of Parliament, and that ember's sole resl)onsible recourse
was to a Plinister of He-r'
hajesty's 'I'rovernmet.
Ut the last general olection four years ao I said at meet'
throughout this constituency that Parliament could not and would not
fail to remedy these defects and to gIve to 7orthern Ireland all Ifee
rights implicit in the parliamentary Unior, which 7-2arliament
recognised.
I remember with what surprise and even Incredulity my
assurance was received.

-vet 7 had no hesitation

in giv1n7 lt,
because I knew that in tho long run Yarlamentednot
be false
itself and that its inherent sense of fairness and justice would
prevail.
:ell, mv words are in the c.u-r.soof heiri7 fulfilled.

Last

- 3 year the House of Commons, through a conference convened by Mr
Speaker, declared with only one dissentient voice that 'Northern
Ireland ought to have representation in Parliament not just on the
same scale as the rest of the kingdom taken as a whole but on a su:stantially higher scale having regard to its relative remoteness anZ.
larf7esize. The Bill to implelaentthat decision, presented by 1102
Tajesty's Government, will receive its second reading next week with
the support of all parties but one, and should roach the statute book
unaltered early in the Hew 'fear.
Meanwhile there has been progress towards remedying the two
other grievances of Northern Ireland.
To the plea that Northern Ireland should be legislated for by
t itself and not by ministerial Order, thare has been a
Parliamen
--- an
clear response on the part of the Government. Allbat one of the
measures presented to Parliament in this session so far bears on its
in
face the fact that it extends to Northern Ireland; and 7Z:embers
all parts of the House have ,selcomedthe eoual opnortunity thus given
to Northern Ireland Nembers and through them to their constituents to
participate fully in the making of new law. The opportunity confronts our small numbers with a test and a challenge; but it is ona

411

that we shall be proud to take up.
I am not of course saying that there will be no more Orders iu
Council. Where it is a question of applying to 1TorthernIreland 1=
which has already been enacted in Great Britain, one must admit that,
for the time being, there is no practicable alternative to that
procedure; and in fact there were two such examples this week. ahat
I do say, however, is that we aro seein the beginning of the end of
colonial rule in.17orthernIreland by ministerial Order and its renlace.
ment by the normal democratic processes of aarliament.
I come to local government; and there I must polish my optic
Elass and focus on a somewhat longer perspective. Nevertheless, I
will take my courage in both hands and say that, sooner than most
of a
n
people expect, we shall see the institution in 7i7ortherIreland
system of local administration which will give its inhabitants the
same rights as their fellow citizens elsewhere in the U.K. enjoy of
controlling through elected representatives the provision and the
finahcing of the cervices which affect them in the places where they
live. This is a subject to which I devoted a whole speech earlier
this year in liewryTown Hall. I pointed out then that the time was
more than ripe for two developmsnts. One mould be the creation of a
body elected province-wide which would control the major local

•

government services through subject and area sub-committees, utlio
ing as their instruments the administrative machinery now anwerae._
to the undemocratic appointed _Boards. Th,eother would be the e:,:te-,_sion of the functions of the District Councils, to whom the more
local and detailed aspects of such subjects as roods, sewerage and
planning could be devolved.
It was evidently along some such lines as these that hr.-ason
was thinking when he said in ?ornament a week or two ago
"The Government want to see establiahed as quickly as
possible a new system of government in l'orthern
Ireland which will ensure that elected representatives
are again responsible for the administration cf the
groat majority of those functions and services which
most closely affect the lives of the people who live
there."
If this is what the Government now have in mind, there need be no
problem about the condition of "attracting and retaining the suo-oort
and confidence of the majority in both parts of the community".
Government may rest assured that any political party in 1Torthern
the
Ireland which failed to take/full part w-hichthe electors were reasy
to give to it in working such a system of genuine local government
woulo receive very short shrift indeed from the public and would eo
itself speedily displaced by othr-rswho were ready to do the work.

411

I foresee this happening in the
now T will tell you 4o.Ji
71.(1
not too distant future. I wonder how many people will havo noticeo
the significance of tho recent a-opointmentof an additional junior
minister in the I,orthernIreland Office, bringing the total to six six ministers (one Secretary of State, two hinisters of State and
three Parliamentary Under-Secretaries) for a -oopulation of a million
and a half.

I will tell

what the sinificance

is.

The Uorthern

under tbe strain of attLs aterjland Office 'is crek king and --ipre17-1.--7,g
ing tn do the work of not only a government department but a regional

s well. It is not
dfmtriotauthoritioas
as if the hinisters were idlo; they labour most industriously. T3ut
they are learning the lesson the hrd wy, that there is no substitute

41/ local authority and twonty

flesh and blood could not cope with the
ludicrous over-centralisation created by the denial of democratic
local ,Tovernment to ITorthern Ireland. Piy now th0 Government know

for local government,

very well that they can not carry on like this indefinitely;
that is why

the third thi

lacking to .-orthcrn- -1^)-APq

tL, -,arliamentary Union is in a fair

W7-,7

and

Pc.rt

to be su-onlied.

dne ch-rocteritic is ce=on
been talking:

ziatters about
to all -Li-Jr:se
repres•ntation, Laislation , ab local

Tn each case what was n=cessat7 has nome about, oe is
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in course of cornine about, as the result of a quiet and ,7rdual
rrocess of conviction, T:Thereby ll conccrned reach their own conclusion that the remedy must be flrovided. for 7orthern Ireland thi2 is
essential.

:Torthern Ireland's place and ri;Thts in thr, parliaLlentar

Urlior will be secure and lastina in croportion as their re•o7nition
is not the result of carty conflict, forcibly and perhas
achieved, but rests upon the unconstrLined

narrowly

assent of Goverment

as

-,uch and of -27eirliament
as a whole.
This after all, is ho7f it ouht
is the cause of the whole
to be; for :Torthern Trelard's cc....us2
United Kinom.

FO-?.
--)T3LIC.L.TIO
OH
TO CO-d:2E7T
al,FORETIME Oh 73BLITL:_es..
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, YP to the
Liverpool Scotland Exchange Conservative Association
at the Everton Conservative Club, Liverpool
at 7.30 pm, Friday 17th November 1978

As I sat down to consider on what subject I might best address
you, I bethought me of looking out the speech which I had delivered
on the occasion of your previous invitation, when I spoke in St
George's Hall on 27th June 1975, almost three and a half years ago
- an interval representing much the greater part of the life of thfL,7
parliament. It had evidently proved a popular speech; for the
spare copies had been exhausted. But I extracted the original frcn
my sa-e an sa
own o reaM- Several times in the course of doi
so, I turned back to check and re-check that Ivas not mistaken
about the date. Over the first few paragraphs I had started to
chuckle: everything,down to minor details, fitted November 1978
so perfectly. In fact, at one moment I even toyed with the idea
that I might just deliver the same speech to you again, and tell
you at the end: only a word or a name here and there would have
needed to be altered. But as I read on, the chuckles died away and
.7ere succeeded by a cold sensation down the back.
It was not funny
it was weird,even frightening, this d6jL vu of a parliament and a
nation.

••

In 1975 James Callaghan had just humiliated the Queen and,
in her person, the nation by advising her to send Amin of Uganda
the plea which enabled him to inflict a slap in the face upon her
and us; and the Opposition had been silent in Parliament and the
country. Only a single voice, and'that
not Oonservati've,.hao
raised in protest. In 1978 James Callaghan humiliated himself
in his person, the nation by a grovelling apology to Kaunda of
Zambia for sanction-breaking, when it presently appeared that Zamia
itself was trading with Rhodesia and begging Britain for weapons
which we provided gratis. The Opposition was silent at first, but
broke its silence later to approve the gift of arms and express
sympathy with Zambia's predicament. As for Rhodesia, there was a
manuscript postscript to the Opposition Leader's letter of dismissae
to a junior party spokesman who had joined over a hundred of his
Party colleaues in voting to call off the sanctions farce: "PS
I too feel strongly about events in Rhodesia - we all do". The
Itstrong feelings", whatever they were, remained unspoken.
In 1975 it had just been discovered that N'ewCommonwealth
immigration was running at higher levels than in the early 1970s;

-
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but the Government had explained thatthe figures which they anC tOe
Home Office had been using without question for twenty years werc
misleading, and so they had started a new series altogether which still showed nett immigration nunning at between 40,000 and
50,000 a year. The Opposition, whose spokesman had been partly
responsible for uncovering the error, maintained an embarrassed
silence. Three years later - whether by accident or design nobddy
perhaps will ever know - the Leader of the Opposition uncorked an
artesian well of public feeling and anxiety by the use on television
of a single apt word, "swamped"; but almost instantly the shades
closed in. Never was any subsequent utterance permitted to strike
again that instantly recognised note of truth. Taunts and ridicule
alike
did not avail to induce Her Majesty's Opposition to use one
ne
single parliamentary day out of the many at their disposal for the
purpose of debating the subject which is the haunting preoccupation
of millions in the cities and industrial areas of England. Inddod,
but for the chance of a Private Member being lucky in the ballot
for a motion two years ago, that subject would have remained undebated in the House of Commons from the beginning to the end of a
parliament which seems likely to run to almost its maximum duration. Such occasional utterances as are permitted out of doors
have been directed to the purpose - no% I would think, likely to
be achieved - of garnering what is called "the immigrant uote".
In 1975 there had been what a concerted chorus of Oppositii
spokesmen described as "the gravest economic crisis since l93l"
the Government was engaged in passing legislation, if not to control wages, to arm itself with the bullyine,,
power to influence
wage settlements, and inflation was soaring at a rate that was soc)n
to carry it up to unprecedented levels
What was to be done?
What was the cause and nature of the forces that needed to be withstood? I cannot refrain in this instance from quoting the actual
words I used to depict the stance of the Opposition, for they would
not need to be altered by a syllable to describe the scene in the
House of Commons last week or countrywide in the last three months
"this time", I said, "it is not exactly silence, but a babel of
discordant and contradictory voices, the sounds of men arguing
about causes before they get down to arguing about remedies, a
pandemonium amid which the Leader of Her Tlajesty'sOpposition must
needs sit helpless till one faction shall drive the other from the
field and unchain the damsel from the rock".
you
I do not, I assurgc recall all this with the object of
deriding the political party in which, until the last five years,

I lived, moved and had my being. That would be a futile exercise,
quite apart from being a discourtesy to my hosts. The lesson of
all this is how little has altered between the early days of a new
parliament and a new Conservative leadership and the expiring
months of an old parliament, when that leadership has been in
existence for nearly four years. In those four years, packed with
events and vicissitudes, the Opposition has found no recognisable
or distinctive voice. I think this is the reason why, when its
former Leader happened recently to deliver himself of certain
opinion; the country as a whole stopped, looked up and listened,
as if it were saying to itself: "well, there at least is a voice:
we know it and we recognise it, whether or not we happen to like
it".
That this should be so is not a matter od domestic grief , an
ominous intimation of forthcoming electoral disaster. I do not
even believe that what I am describing has necessarily anything to
do with the outcome of the next General Election. The lottery of
the ballot box is an unpredictable turbulence upon the surface of
the nation's life, rarely connected at all directly or specifically
with what is happening in the depths. A General Election may very
well be won by a party that has lost its voice and not found it
again: elections have been won before now in living memory by
parties that had nothing to say. The misfortune is not a prive
one, but a public one, It is the nation itself that is the loser.
Britain without a Tory party is like a man with one arm cut
off or a giant blinded in one eye — it cannot act effectively, it
cannot see properly to live its life. I do not need to be reminded
that in a two—party state, the form to which a parliamentary
monarchy necessarily reverts as its normal condition, the great
parties are immensely diverse and kaleidoscopic coalitions. I do
not need to be told that Conservative and Tory are not synonymous,
and that the Conservative Party comprises political elements which
are positively anti—Tory: Uhig, Literal, conservative 7Titha
small "c", and so on. What I am saying is, that so long as the
United Kingdom, or whatever is left over after devolution and
separatism have done their worst, remains a nation at all, there
has to be a party in the state which embodies the national con—
sciousness, whose thinking expounds the philosophy of nation, and
whose tongue speaks the language of nation. Around that central
core can congregate the bearers of all manner of other aspiration:i
and insights; but the core itself is indispensable.

What has not happened between 1975 and 1979, what is meant
when one says that the Opposition has found no characteristic or
d nation, and
the
authentic voice, is that it has not re.'ddiscovere
therefore cannot expound what its nationhood is about. Wherever
there has been silence when the people waited for their leaders to
speak, this is what will be found to have been wanting.
No one can make Britain a power in Europe, whether inside the
European Economic Community or out of it, who is unable to tell the
people and the world whether Britain is a nation with a sovereign
parliament or not. Every debate, every decision, every alignment
hangs upon that. Withouttwo sides to that argument, Britain and the
British Parliament in the 1970s have been like one who tries to claP
with one handt there is no sound coming out of it, opposition is
reduced to a dumb show. Parliament itself, the nation itself,is
being fought about today; but its defenders are an army of anonymity, troops without badges, mercenaries in a cause that no one 1-is
expounded to them.
The superficial and the cynical find no mystery in the fiasclo
Thatcher's precipitate abandonment of her discovery of thc
of Ilirs
vast population changes which impend in London and elsewhere and of
the fears which that prospect inspires in so many cf her fellow
citizens. But those who seek a sufficient explanation in the
orchestrated outcry of the media, the predictable reaction of the
liberal Establishment, and the anxiety about votes to be won or lost
have not looked deep enough. The danger of the coming years - a
danger comparable with that of the greatest armed aggressions can be confronted only by those who have, like a rock beneath their
feet, an articulated, proclaimed and understood philosophy of nationhood. Vithout that, all discussion of what is denominated by the
four-letter word 'race', all discussion of the future of the population of this country, either becomes a series of evasions and
concealments of reality or e1sedegEmQratesinto racialism in the true
pejorative sense of the term_ it has been an emergency with which
a Conservative Party that had ceased to be the party of the nation
did not possess the intellectual and dialectical equipment to coi.
Remote though it may seem at first sight, the Rhodesian
debacle of the Opposition is ultimately traceable to the same
cause. The original failure in 1965 to repudiate the assertion of
continuing U.K. sovereignty and parliamentary responsibility in a
Southern Rhodesia which had declared itself independent, led, after
all the humiliations of the intervening years, to the parliamo:etare
collapse of 8th November 1978 where the Conservative Party was
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found to have no coherent doctrine as to the national status of
United Kingdom vis-à-vis either Rhodesia or the United 'Potions,
all the branches of government,foreign affairs most of all preZ
supposes a thoroughly understood doctrine of national interest a-1
national identity. The renunciation of any such doctrine to :Day
the price of entry into the European Community could not be confined in its effects to one continent alone. It was bound to
disable the Conservative Party in interpreting the circumstances
in Africa, the ',diddle
East, or the Far East, and in advancing
tenable and defensible policies for Britain. ,,Withoutits own
philosophy, the party would be at the mercy of.'th....asz
of its opponent
abroad and at home.
-

Economics are politics in disguise. The embarrassing inability
of the Opposition to resolve, or even openly to recognise and debate,
its internal differences over economic policy is not due to the
Leader and her colleagues havings-tudieddifferent textbooks or sat
at the feet of different professors of economics. Idattersof exchange rates, balance of payments, monetary systems, trading
practices, are not resolved by economic theories
they are eX-pressions of political will and cannot be handled consistently or
intelligibly to the public •r (still less) inspiringly, unless the
individual decisions and policies can be consciously related to a
political philosophy and view of the world. To decide what to do or
not to do about sterling, you must first know whether Britain is a
nation and what a nation is; you must know of what sort of politiTa
purpose these economic phenomena are to be the manifestations an(J
instruments.
The internal politics of inflation and of industrial relati ons

have indeed been the playground of the grossest logical and intellectual failures of the Opposition. Yet even there the root fait
lies in political, not economic analysis. The catastrophes of the
Industrial Relations Act 1971 and the cpunter-InflationAct 1973,
from the conseouences of which the Conservative Party has asyet not
even begun to disentangle itself in opposition, could only have
occurred because Government and Party had ceased to entertain any
conception of society and of the nation that could be described as
Tory. The organic had been replaced by the inorganic, the institutional by the artificial, the romantic by the prosaic.
As I said three and a half years ago, and it is more true
now than then,"the British people in buwilderment and mounting
anxiety and confusion look to their representatives and above all
to Her Majesty,s OpTDosition,whence in emergency the challenge to

- 6 analysis and action ought traditionally to come, to lead them, to
enlighten them, and to inspire them". One day that will happen,
but only when the Conservative Party has learnt once more to speak
to them as a nation, in the language of nation, about what it means
to be a nation. Nothing else will do.

LLLL

TO C01-TENTBEFORE TIME OF fELIV=
Extract rom speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell
to the
port Hanagers Club at The Cockney, Charing
Cross Road, WC1.
at 7 pm, Wednesday 25th October 1978

Among the fields of study for anthropologists and sociologists in the future few will be more productive than the story of
incomes policy in British politics in the last thirty years.
The problem which that story presentu is easily stated; but
its solution is probably beyond the reach of contemporary resources.
Here is a society which for thirty years, irrespective of its
prevailing political colour at the time, has tied itself into knots
•

and tortured itself to distraction by attempts to do something as
manifestly impossible as the proverbial operations of filling a
sieve or making a rope out of sand.

That something is to prevent a

fall in the value of money by fixing wages0
mhe first time or two, in the far-off days of Dafford CriPs
or the less far-off but already distant days of Selwyn Lloyd, it

as

possible to assume that public and politicians had just not noticeZ,
that they were on to an absurdity; but that evasion is no longer
seriously available.

In 1964 - I mention it simply to provide a

dating - I was declaring from a seat on the Opposition front bench
that "incomes policy is nonsense, silly nonsense, and what is more
and worse, dangerous nonsense". Since thPrithe nonsensicality has

40not merely been proved logically out of academic and political
mouths alike;

it has been demonstrated exhaustively and repeatedly

in practice and (as the enineers say) "to destruction'by
experiment .
Yet the nonsensebestrides the political scene still,as
triumphant and invulnerable as ever, while the year 1978 draws to
its close.

In fact, the latest phase is not only surchar2-edwith

humour and personal pathos;

it presents the social scientist's

old problem of accounting for this phenomenon of apparently in-

- 2 intractably irrational behaviour in a new and fascinating guise.
Here are two highly intelligent human beings, Edward Heath and
Margaret Thatcher. They have both not merely seen the play several
times before; but they themselves have had parts - the one a
orincipal, the other a walking-on part - in the more recent performances. What have they learnt, and what have they to say?
Mrs Thatcher says that the government, as the government,
ought to have nothing to do with the fixing of remuneration: that
should be left, where there is collective bargaining, to "free
collective bargaining". So far so good, so far so very good:
*might

this

mean that she has perceived and aocepts the fact that a fall

in the value of money cannot be caused by a general rise in wages,
but that a general rise in wages is a result, in inevitable result,
of the fall in the value of money, which consequently can not be
affected by attempting to constrain or influence wages.

Alas, thone

is a possible alternative explanation of her pronouncement in favor
of free collective bargaining. This is that she is convinced that
governments can not successfully or safely intervene in the fixing
of remuneration and that therefore they had better leave it alone,
whether or not it is the cause, or a cause, of the fall in the value
of money.
The suspicion that this latter exolanation may be the true one

e

is prompted by Mrs Thatcher's insertion of a tell-tale word in front
of "free collective bargaining". She said "resoonsible free
collective bargaining". Now, if wages don't cause inflation anyho

2

it doesn't matter whether the "free collective bargaining" is
"responsible" or irresponsible: if it's irresponsible, it can only
do harm to those who are irresponsible and no one else, and that
sort of irresponsibility is not usually long persisted in.
by lIrs

The ue

Thatcher of the word "responsible" invites the auestion

"Ard what ought the rovernment to do if they form the view incidentally, how do they form the view? - that the free collective
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proof that increased wages do not and can not cause inflation, hut
thelr proofs have rot been used, nor their ar:qumentsadopted, by
their leaders. Why not

Therein lies the puzzle - to findthf2motive

and to explain the mechanism of this tacit areement

to sustain the

unsustainable and to repeat courses of action of which the unsoundness and futility have been abundantly shown in practice.

PUBLICATIO:E n
NOT
TULE 02 ei=V-.2,1-LY
TC CO2E:T. =ORE

Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, LP to the
Cardiff Business Club, at the Royal Hotel, Cardiff,
at 7.30 pm, Tdonday23 October 1978
INFLHTION

AND UNELIPLOYEEKT

Kany economic fallacies can be, and ou-ht to be, treated by
working politicians with tolerance. If the general acceptance of
such fallacies is harmless, time and the philosophers can be left to
dispose of them in due course. Unfortunately, many economic fallacies are not harmless; and when they are intertwined with subjects
of deep public concern and emotion,they can be dangerous indeed.

7,

7Ialesabove all unemployment h4s for long been such a subject. The
*capital

of Wales is therefore a most proper place for the exposure

and if possible demolition of two economic fallacies about unemployment which receive wide currency and authoritative repetition and
which are capable of creating much damage.
To prove at the outset that these fallacies deserve to be
taken seriously, I will present them in the own words of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer in a speech he made in his constituency
a fortnight ago.

Here is the first;

"Inflation can be keptuner

control without increasing unemployment only if there is the right
combination of fiscal and monetary policy with moderate pay increae
If pay rises much too fast, the government would be foreed t
/much tougher policies on tax, spending and interest rates than weeeel
40
otherwise be necesgarv".
What the Chancellor of the TeXcheeueris saying here is tiat,
if the rate of inflation were to fall wholly or partly because lower
money wages are demanded and paid than would otherwise be demanded
and paid, unemployment will not increase. I was careful to say
"lower than would otherwise be paid";

for unless higher wages

would in fact have actually been paid but for voluntary and deliberat
restraint, the whole statement becomes meaningless. If the increases
could not and would not have been paid anyhow ehetwould be simply
,

- 2 talking about nothing.

I do not exercise 'restraint' if I avoid

touching with my head a chandelier ten feet above the floor, nor is
the avoidance of a collision between those two objects evidence of
'moderation' on my part.

So if the Chancellor's contention is to be

taken seriously, it must mean that when inflation is reduced by a
fall in the velocity of money - because people refrain from using
money which already exists - unemployment does not increase, but
when inflation is reduced because the supply of money is increased
less than previously or not at all - due to less new money being p7et

•

into circulation - then unemployment will rise.
Thisassertion, which is widely made and widely believed, is a

fallacy and a dangerous fallacy.-.F.,e-p-4te:
its falsity depend on

accepting the view (which I myself happen to hold) that inflation as
we know-it is uniquely due to the supply of money having been
increased by government action.

I will undertake to refute the

Chancellor's fallacy on gr9un9s ecually applicable to a Friedmanite
01-4and an anti-Friedmanite analysis; for my object is to show that
tt is
ee the fact that inflation decreas!04,and not the reason wh7 it
decreas,Q, Ifin causes unemployment to ris'e'.
,
It will be convenient however to start with the -ot.,14,e,r
fallacyasserted by the Chancellor in his speech at Leeds. He
-----S-ar---11-0-onfetti
money

is the father and mother of Unemployment:

10simply prices people out

of jobs". This statement - that an increso

in the supply of money reduces employment - is the exact opposite
the truth.

The truth is that a fall in the value of money Cor

inflation% however it is caused (and if the Chancellor attributes it
to an increase in the money supply, I am the last person to complain)
causes a rise in the demand for labour, whereas a rise in the valuc
of money (ex deflation) causes a fall in the demand for labour.

It

is not difficult to explain why this is so.
If, as the value of money fell or rose, all money figures
whatsoever - prices, values, wages, the lot - were automatically,

- 3 - if the
instantaneously and unobtrusively adjusted -a-eeetl-ingly
fairies came in every ni7ht and did the job for us quietly, smootblr,
and secretly - neither inflation nor deflation would make the faintat
bit of difference to anything. But that is .not what happens in real
life.

In real life different fip:uresare adjusted at different

intervals of time so that the 'sticky' ones continually lag behind.
The result is that'some things are always becoming 'relativelydearer
and others relatively,cheaper; and of course, when
fYn—t-ha-t—a-e-erYttnat,
something becomes relatively dearer;the demand for it falls, and
vice versa.

l

are among the 'stickier' items
Now, wages and earnin:2.s

they do not move upwards by any means automatically or instantaveous,
and as for moving downwards, there is a deuce of a commotion before
that happens, Conseouently in times of deflation labour gets
relatively dearer and so the demand for it falls.

(I surely don't

have to labour that point in South hales above all.)

On the other

hand, in times of inflation labour gets relatively cheaper and the
demand for it rises.

So

if "confetti money", as the Prime Minister

and the Chancellor use the expression, meansinflationi.Mr Healey
dead wrong

it is deflation,not inflation, that "prices people out

of their jobs". Having got that straight,we can now turn back to
Mr Healey's first fallacy.
But at this stage someone might interject
•well

"thrEf-is—alv677-

when we are talking about straight inflation or straight

deflation, about a fall or a rise in the value of money;

but Mr

Healey, you will observe, referred to 'keeping inflation udder conwjalchmi ht mean keeping inflation at a steady rate, neither
increasing nor decreasing, so that the value of money would fall at
a steady rate year in year out'L

That, if I may say so, is a very

intelligent question, and I will answer it at several levels.
First, when politicians talk about "controlling inflation.,
they usually really mean reducing or even ending it but are afraid
to say so openly for fear of not succeeding or else (or also) becauwe

•
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,
they do in fact know Ure paial,faal
concomitants of reducing or enin
,
inflation and would rather not advertise their true intention.
However, if inflation did remain steady at (say) 10 per cent per
annum year after ye4r

d if everybody was convinced that that was

how it would continue, it is ciuitetrue that the adjustment of money
figures would tend to beautotatic and to that extent the 'leads and
lags' which caus.shift3of supply and demand would become milder.
The same of course would apply to continuous deflation at a steady
rate.
us;

But these are hypothetical situations which need not concern

for they cannot happen in the real world.

Everybody knows that

O

neither inflation nor deflation can go on ad infinitum at (say)
per annum compound, and therefore people will never ashume it though they can, and in practice often do, assume stability in the
value of money, because that is something which could/ continue ad

What actually happens when inflation continues but at a
eclining rate is t

t the fall outstrips expectations,which are

usually extrapolattayifrom the latest previous pg,,st
period_ Thus,
although inflation at a falling rate is still inflation and not
deflation, it does produce the same effect as actual deflation:
money wages,

instead of lagging behind as they did when inflation

was soaring
, upwards, tend to get ahead of the actual fall i tTie
41,74,4 of money. As a result unemployment emerges, indistinguishable
from de.t:I4tionary
unemployment and sometimes (not surprilngly) so
described. This is what has been the experience af the last three
years, so far as unemployment,has been due to financiA_ causes at
all and not to structural ones.
Thus the emergence of unemployment in a period of falling
inflation is the effect of the falling inflation itself.

'.:hatever

happened to cause a given percentage fall in the rate of inflation
- whether it was brought about by a reduced rate of increase in the
money supply •r by a fall in velocity due to wage increases that

•
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could have been paid but were altruistically declined, or by both
causes operatingtogether - the consequential rise in unemployment

will be the same.

It is therefore a fallacy to assert, as did the

Chancellor of the Excheguer, that falling inflation, when due to
falling velocity, does not cause unemployment, whereas falling
inflation, when due to reduced increase in money supply does, :all
inflation always and necessarily causes unemployment.
If the Chancellor were saying to the unions that the inflation
over the next 12 months
rate is going to fall to 5/and that therefore, if money earnings
generally rise by more than 5,

unemployment will increase, he woul

be making a rational statement; but it would be one of which the
unions could make no practical use.

In the first place they would

need to rely implicitly upon his prediction, and for that the
precedents are not exactly encouraginp. In the second place, even
if they were convinced of the truth of the prediction,they would
still have to depend on the estimate, industry by industry and even
plant by plant,of what would be the future movement of demand for
labour at a given real price in that industry or plant over the
period ahead.

But that is what in any case, to the best of their

ability, those engaged in negotiations are attempibingto do.
The whole endeavour of the government - an endeavour not
repudiated by Her lajesty's Opposition -to sell wages policy by
threatening inflation and to sell control of inflation by threaten•

ing unemployment is hocus pocus and economic illiteracy. The daner

.III
oi,the hocus pocus is that it invokes the deep fear and hatred of

unemployment in order to obtain support for policies which cannot
produce the promised result,

fhen politicians peddle economic

fallacies to the people for their political ends, the last state of
that nation is commonly worse than the first.
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This is an excellent motion and a wise one, which I hopo this
Conference will affirm.
The present parliament will be of historic importance in the
story of Ulster. If they could be here today, the great men of
Ulster's past would be rejoicing with us - Carson and Craigavon, and
an earlier statesman too, the creator of the Union, whom we tend
undeservedly to forget, Robert Stewart, Viscount Castlereagh. The
decision of the House of Commons, which before many weeks are out
should have passed into statute, that Ulster shall again be fully
represented in Parliament, has affirmed the Union and banished the
spectre of separation in a way that no mere declarations and pledges
could have done.
Our work however is not finished. Though equally represented
with the rest of the Kingdom, we shall still not yet be equally
governed. The re-affirmation of the Union will,not be complete until
the laws of this part of the Kingdom are made by Parliament and not
by Order-in-Council and until the local administration of those laws
is in the hands of Ulster people elected by their fellow citizena.
The twin aspects of "direct rule" - a bureaucratic administration and
legislation by ministerial order - are inseparably linked: they must
be replaced by the same genuine democracy as our fellow-subjects
throughout the rest of the Kingdom enjay.
The resolution refers to "a devolved ltgislature functioning on
parliamentary principles".
When such a system can be devised which is
consistent with the maintenance of the Union, Ulster has a right to
it before any other province. But that is a problem which Parliament
has not yet solved. The Conservative Opposition and we Ulster
Unionists fought side by side against the Scotland and Wales Bills,
because we knew they would open the way to the break-up of the Union.
Why, the House of Commons actually threw out a clause which pretended
that the Bills would leave the Union unimpaired.
Ulster must be wary of falling into a trap prepared by its
enemies. Who was it that opposed full representation of Ulster in
Parliament?
The SDLP and the Irish Republic. Who is it that opposes

Rt. Hon.J.

Enoch

Powell,

MP.
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Who is
in Ulster? The SDLP and the Irish Republic.
local government
The
and parliament.instead?
it that demands a devolved government
Because they see in
Why? You know why.
SDLP and the Irish Republic.
that the instrument for breaking up the Union, a gate that will lead
and confusion on which terrorism feeds.
back to the uncertainty
For
We shall be wise not to give our enemies what they want.
Unionists the rule is simple: "seek ye first the Kingdom and its
We in
unity, and all these other things shall be added unto you".
Parliament will nJt pause until we have done away with everything
that marks out Ulster from the rest of the Kingdom as inferior or
We will have the Union, the whole Union, and nothing but
separate.
lays down.
That is the strategy which this resolution
the Union.
It gives our marching orders, and we are ready to obey them.
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This is an excellent motion and a wimleone,
which I hope this Conference will affirm.
The present parliament will be of historic
importance in the story of Ulster.

If they could

be here today, the great men of Ulster's past
would be rejoicing with us - Carson and Craigavon,
and an earlier statesman too, the creator of the
Union, whom we tend undeservedly to forget, Robert
Stewart, Viscount Castlereagh. The decision of the
House of Commons, which before many weeks are out
dmnfidhave passed into statute,
eZ:saae

that Ulster shall

be fully represented in Parliament,has

affirmed the Union and banished the spectre of
separation in a way that no mere declarations and
pledges could have done.
Our work however is not finished. Though
equally represented with the rest of the Kingdom
we shall still not yet be equally governed. The

2
re-affirmation of the Union will not be complete
until the laws of this part of the Kingdom are
made by Parliament and not by Order-in-Council
and until the local administration of those laws
is in the hands of Ulster people elected by their
fellow citizens. The twin aspects of 'direct rule'
- bureaucratic administration and legislation by
ministerial order - are inseparably linked:

they

must be replaced by the same genuine democracy as
our fellow-subjects throughout the rest of the
Kingdom enjoy.
The resolution refers to "a devolved
legislature functioning on parliamentary principles"
When such a system can be devised which is consistent with the maintenance of the Union/Ulster
has a right to it before any other province. But
that is a problem which Parliament has not yet
solved.

The Conservative Opposition and we Ulster

Unionists isomwfought side by side against the
Scotland and Wales Bills, because we knew they
would open the way to the break-up of the Union.
Why, the House of Commons actually threw out a
clause which pretended that the Bills would leave
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this resolutionlays down. It gives us our
marching orders, and we are ready to obey them.
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Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MP, at a
public meeting in the Royal Victoria Hall, Southborough
Kent
at 8 pm, Thursday, 12th October 1978

The Foreign Secretary may not be a man after everybody's
heart (who is?), but no one who has observed him since he reached
that office can be in any doubt that Dr Owen is a man who looks far
ahead. As one who has a career of some thirty years in human
probability ahead of him, he takes the long view, and is determined
not to be so deeply committed to current policies, trents and
• .assumptions that he would be prevented in years to come from es-Douse
ing any cause which then seemed likely to carry him to the top.
That is why his words deserve much closer study by watchers of the
skies than they often appear to receive. For example three months
ago

in the House of Commons he was referred by a questioner on his

own side to an editorial in the Daily Express "which was very much
in line with the views of the Labour Party Conference that either
fundamental changes should be made in the Common Agricultural Poliw
or we get out of the Common Market".

(The 2..11.,y_Express,
as you

know, which has reason to observe public opinion and circulation
with deep interest, has recently been working hard to retrieve the

,

colossal blunder made by its former owners when in October 1971 it
deserted the cause of Britain and the views of its preponderant
readership in order to raise the banner inscribed "with Heath to
Brussels".)
The Foreign Secretary was not satisfied to respond with one
of the bromides which all ministers have at their disposal for
parrying the Parthiansupplementary question.

Instead he replied

"I note the fact that there is still a considerable body of opinion
in this country which does not feel that we have benefited from our
membership of the Community. That is a fact whit any government
must take into account, and take seriously". Considering that the
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latest studies of bublic opinion show a majority of five to three
against British membership, including a majority amongst Conservative
voters, you might not feel that the Foreign Secretary was offeringlIc
more than an understatement of the truth, which in itself hardly
requires imperatively that he should be offered the next vacancy in
the Order of the Garter. But Foreign Secretaries do not have to
say these things at all, especially even when they are even more
unwelcome to the European states than to the mandarins in Downing
Street, The Foreign Secretary, however, has gone much further. In
significant
July of last year he made a/statement in the House of Commons,
though you were not allowed to become aware of it by the Press and
other media, which are as determined to conceal the truth about the
European Community as they are about the subject they call "race.
Here it is.

He was asked by a lember on his aan side if it

was not "now legitim*te for the Labourarty

to go into the next

General Election with a specific promise in its manifesto that a
future Labour Government will negotiate our withdrawal." He
replied:
for

"It is open to argument whether that would be a recipe

electoral success

In my view it would be a recipe for electoral

disaster. I believe that the British people do not like a Government or a party to change course only two years after having put
the-ii7SUe-tothem in a referendum . He continaed: "It may well be
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1 that the British people and

this Parliament, as they have every

right constitutionally to do, may wish to reassess the question of
British membership. That is open to them at any time, but I
believe that to do so after such a short period would be little
short of disastrous".
Every phrase in that carefully measured statement deserves to
be pondered. This at least is certain: the Foreign Secretary
scrupulously dissociates himself from those, like the Prime Minister
and the Home Secretary, who assert that "we are in Europe to stay".
On the contrary, Parliament and people can "reassess the Question of

- 3 membership at any time".

He is, with respect,quite right there ailf

in line with the Government's own official assurance at the time of
the referendum, that, in the event of a Yes vote, "our continuing
membership will depend on the continuing assent of Parliament". He
went out of his way, moreover, to record that it is not merely
"open" to Parliament and people to "reassess British membership"
but that "it may well be that they will wish to".

His sole qualifica-

tion is that it was too soon to do so only two years after the
referendum. What jangling cacophonous discord

those words would

have been in the ears of Dr Gwen's continental colleagues if they
had been privileged to know of them.
Dr Owen may not live in the real Africa.

He certainly lives

in the real UK, where a majority and a growing majority of the
electors are against British membership; and whoever's nose has
to be put out of joint, he does not intend to be stranded on a
sandbank with the tide coming in.

Even the argument for a decent

interval after the referendum is disposable how long is decent
on
depends/how strongly people feel. No wonder it was reported from
Paris this summer that members of the French Cabinet had made
"comments ranging from irritation to dismay" at the British Foreifm
Secretary's coupling assent to the proposed new European currency
system with a wholesale revision of the common agricultural policy
on the ground that Britain"had concluded in 1972 an agreement on
agriculture unfavourable to its interests". Dr Owen knows on what
side his bread tomorrow will be buttered. Nor will the selection
for debate at his Party's conference of a composite motion on the
EEC, which was carried by three to one on a recorded vote without
opposition from the platform, have been lost upon him.

its wording,

now that it has been decisively adopted by the Labour Party
conference, is worth putting on record.
action:

It calls for the followir
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"To amend the 1972 European Communities Act to as to
restore to the House of Commons the power to decide
whether any EEC regulation, directive or decision should
be applicable to the UK;
reform fundamentally the Common Agricultural Policy
to permit food imports from the world market, abolish
food mountains and allow member states to adopt a
deficiency payments system:
rewrite the Treaty of Rome so as to curtail the
powers of the Commission and give express recognition
to the rights of member states to pursue their own
economic, industrial and regional policies;
reject any moves towards economic and monetary union
and any other encroachment on the rights to self
government of member states, including any extension
of the EEC assembly's powers;
ensure that the benefits of Britain's indigenous
fuels are retaineafor the British people; and
transform the EEC into an enlarged, reformed and
more flexible institution in which independent states
could meet and discuss issues of mutual concern."
I do not think that there could be a more measured, clear or
accurate expression of the predominant will - the increasingly pr-,
dominant will - of the British people as to the future relations of
the United Kingdom with the EEC.

In brief, we are determined to

maintain - or, in so far as it has already been forfeited, to reg.ain
- our parliamentary democracy and our political independence, while
co-operating with our continental neighbours as closely as is consistent with that overriding condition. We, we the majority of the
-...r•

••

British people, ought to be immensely encouraged that in the teetit
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of the political Establishment on both sides of the party divide

and no more than three years after that monstrous misrepresentation
and constitutional outrage, the referendum, our cause has advanced
to a point which it would have seen absurdly optimistic to predict
either in 1972, when the European Act had been crammed through the
Commons by paper-thin majorities, or in 1975 when the Labour
Government had torn up thepledges of renegotiation on which alone
it had succeeded in getting elected to office.
winning.

In a word, we are

The question now is how our counter-attack is to be

- 5 carried to final victory.
Let us examine our strategic position, its strengths and its
weaknesses, and see what ought to be our lines of advance.
There is, as I have already said, the indispensable asset of
British opinion: the British people do, with increasing eagerness,
wish, in the Foreign Secretary's words,"to reassess the question of
British membership". In the way of that wish there stand two twin
obstacles, powerful to all appearance though in reality illusory.
One is the belief that we do not have the right to recall our

•

_politicalinde.pendence; the other is the fear that we are not
physically able to do so.

—

They are the two cries, so sedulously

orchestrated by those who wish to see Britain a province in a
European state,that "we are in and we cannot get out" and that
"we cannot go it alone". To the demolition of these two delusions
we ought to: consecrate our enerP:ies. The arguments are all on our
possible authority, that of the
side. We have it on the hi,_c_.thest
Foreign Secretary, that it is "open" to Britain "at any time" to
terminate or modify its membership of the Community. No breach of
faith or of honour is involved, since our constitutional position
has always been clearly and frankly stated to our partners. Nor
need we fear the slur of reaction or the risk of running counter
to the healthy British instinct for "not putting back the clock".
ula
The reasoned form/of reassessment adopted by the Labour Party, which
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I have just read to you, reTpresentsanything but "putting back the
clock": it is eminently constrective and moderate and contains
hardly an item with which aryordinary, fair-minded person would
disagree.
Britain has nothing, then, to fear on the score of her
honour; but has she the strenth?

Hot the strength "to go it

alone" - that extraordinarily silly phrase, which bears mo relationship to regaining our right to trade freely and on our own terms
wherever in the world we think best - but have we the strength to

-
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exercise political independence or are we already bound hand and
foot to Brussels? The facts themselves, facts notorious to everyone,
contain the answer to that question. The rest of the Community has
a huge visibletrade surplus with the UK:

it is to their interest

much more than ours to maintain and encourage their commerce with
Britain.

The last thing in the world they would want to do is to

hamper our European trade. In fact their ambition is to make
Britain a captive market for their agricultural surpluses at the
highest possible price, while Britain outside the trammels of the
CAP would have the choice of the cheapest and most plentiful markets
in the world.

Where else need one look?

To energy? Britain has an

increasingly predominant proportion of the energy resources of
Western Europe.

To fisheries? The lion's share of West European

stocks of fish are in the internationally recoR-nisedsovereign
exchange rates?
waters of Britain. To currency alotd

It is in their

own interest; not Britain's, that the other states want to create a
rigid European currency system and an iron cage of fixed parities.
If the phrase were not too harsh - it is realistic enough - I would
say that in every direction Britain has the whip hand gver the
Community.
How, then, if these illusory inhibitions upon a ripening
British public opinion are cleared away, can thatopinion now be made
effective. We have here an invaluable asset in the imminence of a
parliamentary general election.
We do not even now know whether elections to a directly elected
European Assembly will take place next year.

What is certain is

that it is Parliament and not the European Assembly which "constitutionally"(to use the foreign Secretary's word)can alone give
effect to any "reassessment of Britain's membership". The true
debate and the real contest belongs hero in Britain and will be
fought out and decided here.

7
Britain's political dependence or independence is above all
about Parliament, and a general election is the fulcrum of the
leverage which opinion exerts upon government. The situation of the
two contending parties is not the same.

In the cabinet, in the

government and in the present parliament the Labour Party is dividaa.
At the top it has fallen victim to its recurrent disease of Macdonaldism or wanting to dine out with

duchesses; but its heart

and its rank-and-file are solidly with majority opinion in the
country. Labour in &-overnmentagain would be held on a tight rein;
Labour in opposition would shed its Ya3donaldismovernight and come
. out all but 100 per cent for the policy of its conference.

40
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What about the Conservative Party?

To outward appearance it

presents a smooth, glossy surface of Europeanism, with a tolerated
fringe of patriots too few to be worth disciplining. The reality
is otherwise. On this subject, as on so many others, the bulk of
that Party detest the European scrape that Edward Heath got them
into and wish to God they knew how to get out of it.

But there is

this in their favour: the Conservative Party may not care about
Britain, but it cares about votes.

They watch the opinion polls

and feel the public pulse like nobody's business.

The Conservative

Party is much more malleable by the electorate than upon the surface
appears; and of its ability to switch through 180 degrees without
too anxious repining over consistency or pledges, the political
history of the decade leaves no room to doubt.

Electors who make

it clear beyond peradventure that any support from them is conditional upon the candidate, if not as yet the party, promising
compliance with the wish of the British people to reassess membership of the Communityate exerting pressure upon a door which,thou
heavy and brassbound,has hinges and can turn upon them.

RETETCE
:Ton2ca PUBLICTION 0-1Z

TO CO7IETTTB:2,0R7TIM: OF 7LLIVTRY

Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MP to the
Hounslow Round Table, The Camellia, Syon Park,
Brentford, Mddx.
at 7.30 pm, Tueoday,10 October 1978

We are all of us agog to hear the next instalment of the reallife James-Bond drama of the Bulgarian defectors. While we are
waiting, an even more extravagantly improbable mystery and detective
story claims our attention. This one, when published paperback in
due course with a lurid and arresting cover, might be entitled
"The Mystery of the Prime Minister and the Five Per Cent".
444,

There is a school of thought, though I personally have not
hitherto belonged to it, which is widely diffused, particularly
amongst members of the intelligentsia and the property-owning
classes, not to say amongst those members of the community who
habitually vote Conservative. According to this doctrine, the
economic troubles of Britain and especially the propensity of the
trade unions to intensify them by striking at the drop of a hat and
demanding exhorbitant and inflationary wage increasea, are largely,
if not wholly, the work of a Communist conspiracy. In fact, many
adherents of this school go about in daily dread of something which
is called "the Communist take-over".
We receivedstartling evidence in the behaviour of the Prime
• Minister at the Blackpool conference last week - evidence which
dovetails neatly into the behaviour of previous occupants of his
office, and notably Edward Heath at the beginning of 1974 - to
suggest that the masterminds behind titsCommunist conspiracy
(supposing such a conspiracy to exist at all) have achieved a
technological break-through which makes the Bulgarian poison-balland-umbrella-ferrule contraption look hopelessly primitive and
unsubtle.

They must have evidently have discovered a method -

whether by gas, injection or minute trace elements in food, I know
not - of introducing into the systems of leading ministers, and

- 2 pre-eminently of prime ministers, a mind-bending, hallucinatory
drug.

This drug compels them, in contravention of facts which

they understand perfectly well,to create situations in which the
trade unions will be bound to beat the government hands down and
in which the maximum damage to the economy and humiliation to lawfully constituted authority will be inflicted for no purpose
whatsoever.
It may of course be that there is some other explanation for
these phenomena; but though I shall suggest, before I conclude,
the outlines of an alternative theory, I cannot claim to offer any_
' thing approaching a full and satisfactory analysis. In the absence
of such an analysis, the hypothesis of a Communist psychopharmacological

implant of some kind must remain - to credulous

minds - distinctly attractive. Anyhow, all I can do is to set cut
the phenomena and leave you to draw the best conclusions you can.
The Prime Ylinisterknows the following facts.

First, in-

creased money wages are not a cause of inflation, but a consequence
of inflation. If inflation next year is to be five per cent, the
the
increase in money wages generally cannot be far one side or/other
of that figure.

If on the other hand inflation next year turns out

to be ten per cent, a ten Der cent increase in money wages generally
-

cannot be long delayed. Secondly, the cause of inflation, as we
have experienbed and are still experiencing inflation, is the
increase in money supply which has already taken place anything
between a year and three years previously. This increase in the
supply of money is the cause of inflation in the full sense of the
word 'cause':it is not only a necessary condition, without which
inflation could not occur;

it is the efficient, working, active

cause - the causa causans, as the schoolmen used to call it.

The

third fact which the Prime ninister knows is that every fall in
the rate of inflation causes a temporary rise in unemployment. It
does so by the samemchanism as that by which deflation properly
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so called causes unemployment. Conversely, increasedunemployment
can no more cause a fall in the rate of inflation than it can
cause deflation - it is a consequence and not the cause.
Finally, the Prime Minister knows that money supply is
increased only by the conscious action of governmen-4in meeting
part.of public expenditure by creating debt in the hands of the
banks, and that governments do this either to avoid taxation or
because they are unable to borrow from the public or for both
reasons.
If you ask me how I know that the Prime Minister knows these
' things, I reply that he has told us so.

His whole attack, con-

tinually repeated, upon his Conservative predecessors for having
caused the rising inflation of 1974-76 by increasing the money
supply in 1972-74makes no sense except upon the basis of those
facts. Ilhatis more,the Chancellor of the Exchequer and other
Treasury ministers have explicitly framed and explained their
policies in the light of them.
Knowing these facts, then, the Prime Minister must also know
two more things in consequence. He must know that the rate of
inflation during the next 12 months, whatever it is going to be,
is already determined and beyond the reach of alteration; and he
.must know that as in previous years the general rise in money
*earnings

will be approximately in line with it.

The problem can now be posed.

Why,knowing all this, did the

Prime Minister deliberately and in the most frontal manner court
defeat at the hands of the trade unions by demanding that they
should accept in advance a limitation of the increase in mOney
earnings during therext twelve months to five per cent?

There was

no beneficial result to be had,even if his demands were accepted
and could be enforced, only the unnecessary creation of a series
of unedifying and damaging disputes within industry and within
the trade unions themselves.

In any eventthe -:rovernment,
as the
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government, and the country were bound to be the losers.
This behaviour of the Prime Minister in 1978 is much more
baffling than that of his predecessor in 1974.

There is no evidence

that Edward Heath ever knew or understood or accepted the facts
which I have set out.

Moreover he was operating a control of

incomes by statute, and was thus trapped in machinery of his own
construction, whereas James Callaghan - partly perhaps because he
had that awful example before his eyes - had skilfully reduced
control of incomes to a system of non-statutory bullying and ear-
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stroking and had at his disposal inexhaustible resources of vague-

ness, prevarication and circumlocution. Yet the fact remains that,
with all these advantages, the Prime Minister apparently set out to
create as nearly as possible a replica of the impasse in Which
Edward Heath's administration perihed. Why?
The puzzle is further complicated by the Prime Minister's
own reference, in his speech accepting defeat on the five per cent
proposition, to the fact that the government held in its hands the
means of avoiding inflation or an increase in the rate of inflation.
Here is the passage: "If Monday's decisions result in a weakening
of the impulse" - note that word - "that pay policy has had in
helping" - note that word too - "to keep inflation in single

• figures and if, as a result, inflation starts to move up, then the
government will take offsetting action to keep inflation down
through monetary and fiscal measures".

Despite the effort to

represent increase of money sup-plyand increase of earnings as
alternative causes of inflation, the wording cannot conceal that
the passage is spoken by a man who knows that government causes,
and can refrain from causing,inflation. He quite correctly went
on to explain that money earnings must keep broadly in line with
the rate of inflation thus caased or permitted:

"it would have an

impact", in his words, "on the wages companies could pay".
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One final twist is given to the enigma by the behaviour of
Her Majesty's Opposition; and this it is which lends colour to the
suspicion that there must be something wrong with the air or the
water.

The Opposition, of course, know perfectly well all the

facts that the Prime Minister knows.

If anything, they know them

rather better; and their spokesmen in one debate after another
have made it clear that they know them.
not

The Conservative Party is

less resolved never again to behave as it did in 1972-74 than

Charles II after the Restoration was resolved "never to go on his
travels again". Among the Opposition the name of Barber is about
. as popular as that of Bradshaw after 1660. Moreover the Opposition
have declared themselves 110

and what sound more siren could be

the
uttered to tempt/trade union

vote? - to be in favour of "free

collective baragaining". So what can they be waiting for?

Surely

one great gale of ridicule should sweep from end to end of that
Party, unmasking the Prime Minister's fatal and illogical obstinacy
and telling him what to do about wage claims, the trade unions and
the T.I.C. in the immortal words of the steward to the sea-sick
lady in Punch:
itself".

"You don't have to do anything, Idadam;it does
there arises
Instead of all which/a
confused murmur or babel of voiceq

from which one gathers not that the Prime Minister must be off his
head but that just possibly he maybe being that little trifletoo
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rigid.
So reluctantly

I come to

attempt some explanation other

than James Bond to account for so extraordinary a scene.

One

Possibility is that all these politicians who in days gone by h.=:Lve
proclaimed and acted upon the belief that earnings increases
caused inflation are now ashamed to deny what they once asserted
and prefer, like the elderly Scots bachelor,to "whore it to the
end".

The trouble with this explanation is that they have already

sufficiently and publicly recanted, and that avoidance of head-on
conflict with the unions and general industrial disruption is well

6 worth purchasing at the price of one or two red faces. Another
explanation, which I admit made a strong appeal to me in the past,
is that,by blaming the trade unions, the employers and the public
generally for causing inflation through wage and price increases,
the politicians neatly escape detection and punishment for being
themselves the true and only culprits. This theory would fit
fairly well to explain Conservative behaviour; but why should the
Labour Party in election year„with at least a reduced rate of
inflation prevailing, be so keen, after praising the trade unions
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for their past moderation, to put them undeservedly into the doghouse?
liaybe,however, there is an element in truth in these two
hypotheses, and in a third, namely, that the advisers of all governments, being themselves bureaucrats, are always happy to propound
and support theories which imply the need for more control and
intervention and are much averse from any policies which would
make control and intervention superfluous, if not harmful.

Still,

some force more instinctive and more compelling seems to be called
for to explain the self-destructive irrationality of successive
governments.
I venture a suggestion, a tentative suggestion - no more.
I believe it m4y be fear or, to use an apter synonym, funk.

411the heathen convert to Christanity who

Like

still harbours a residual fear

of the old gods, or like those who have been reltctantly persuaded
of a scientific truth but are fearful to trust to its implications,
the politicians have a sheer irrational dread that the world will
fall down unless they keep propping it up.

It was the same in

post-war Germany when Erhardt, explaining that they did not need
physical and price controlobut that the economy would right itself
if these were abolished, encountered screams of agony and terror.
It was the same in 1971, when bankers and merchants the world over
were convinced that international trade would stop in a week if
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exchange rates were not kept fixed by P:overnments. How do we know
that an iron ship will float?

Better stay with timber. How do we

know the parachute will open?

Better stay on board the burning

plane. Yes, of course we know that money supply creates inflation
and nothing else can do so. Of course we know that increased wap:es
the
are the effects and not/caase of inflation. We know this; but we
do not believe it.

So leave us alone to repeat our old mistakes,

though no doubt the same old consequences will follow.
All that may seem very foolish; but it is very human, and
it happens.

nn2
TO CONT.=
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BEFORE Tl= Of DELI=

Extract from speech by The Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell MP
to the Paddington Young Conservatives at the Coburg
Hotel, Bayswater Road
8 pm, Thursday, 5th October, 1978

I had the misfortune to catch sight on television of the
sickening scenesat the Prime Minister's meeting in Nigeria with
the president of Zambia ten days ago.

The humiliation of 'Britain

by the Queen's chief minister, who rushed to Africa to explain, to
apologize, to grovel and to ask for absolution from the ruler of a
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Central African territory, recalled - as one bout of nausea recalls
a previous one - the behaviour of the same gentleman three years
ago, when only Foreign Secretary. It was the episode, now
apparently forgotten amongst so much else of the same kind, when,
on his advice, which she could not constitutionally reject, the
Queen invited and duly received a slap across the face from the
ruler of Uganda, who then proceeded to insult her further by
demaning, receiving and treating with public contumely the pers=a1
mission of her Foreigh Secretary.
This time I waited, as I had waited then, for the thunder to
follow the flash, for the roar of anger and repudiation that would
arise from a proud nation whose politicians in office had besmirci-led
it.

Not a word, not a sound;

in this .7enerationof perpetual

protest, not a placard, not a shout! Apparently we have supped so
full of humiliation that it has become our normal diet, on which we
lock to be fed unresistingly by whatever party is in power.

The

silence of Her Majesty's Opposition attained a height of eloauence
denied to their speeches. They said nothing;

they had evidently

no criticism to offer; they found nothing out of the ordinary,
nothing which called for comment, in the spectacle of the British
Prime Dinister fawning on Kaunda in Kano.

It only happened to

Callaghan and Owen, but seemingly it might just as well have beeil
Thatcher and Davies.

•
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It is all the same now.
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Britain has lost her voice.

There

is nobody who speaks for her interest or her honour - if indeed
she has an interest or an honour at all, since those are propertio:
of nations and we are authoritatively informed that the day of the
nation is over and that we ought to lay aside the obsolete pretence
of being one.

So far lost upon us is the ancient truth, which has

painfully to be rediscovered whenever it is forgotten, that for a
people there is no safety without honour and no

prosperity without

pride.
If, so it was said,we do not promptly and personally lick the
feet of the African states, they will interfere with our trade;
they will no longer humour us in our delusion that we have sovereign
responsibility in Rhodesia; they will introduce into their count:Les
hordes of Russians with snow on their boots;

and finally, who

knows but they may not actually vote aEainst us in that Parliament
of Bedlam, the United Nations, and what would become of us then?
We must be blind indeed if we do not see what moral was dra,,7
by those abroad and at home from the spectacle of Callaghan in
Kano.

It was simple and plain enough: Britain is afraid, and

Britain can therefore be injured and insulted with impunity. I
said advisedly "abroad and at home"; for what do we suppose was
the effect of watching such a scene as that in ITigeriaupon those
Asians and Africans who will grow to be a third or more of the
population of London and other English cities?

"If Britain is

afraid of them", they thought to themselves, "Britain will also be
afraid of us".
In any case it is an economic fallacy, which we should have
outgrown,to suppose that Britain's economy would be noticeably
affected by any punitive measures which African states could take
against our trade.

The futility of the economic sanctions of the

world against Rhodesia ought to enable us to despise Zambian
sanctions against the United Kingdom. But the economic point is
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the real point
no49.!Even if there were adverse economic consequences, no selfrespecting nation would "eat its meal in fear";

and the nation

which stoops to do so is speedily taught that safety is not to be
purchased with subservience.
To maintain Britain's honour is not the same thing as to
indulge in bluff or bluster or to overcall our hand.

It is not

only not the same: it is the opposite. Our persistence in prete
ing after U.D.I. in 1965 that Britain had power and therefore
responsibility and therefore sovereignty in Rhodesia was to court
humiliations of which the Bingham Report and the peripatetic rebuffs to Dr Owen are only the mildest foretaste of what is to conme.
But unprotestingly both political parties and all audible sections
of opinion, whether approving or condemning sanctions or - like the
Conservative Party - doing both at the same time, concurred in
painting Britain into a corner where all and sundry would snarl
and snap at her like a hear chained to a stake. And that is only
the freshest example of how, all round the world, when an honest
and manly assertion of non-involvement beyond the limits of our real
power would have secured respect and immunity, Britain has made a
spectacle of herself by insistin- on being concerned in what was
none of her business.
The reverse of the same picture is
own roost.

OUT
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iailure to rule our

In industry we shall permit the French to buy Chrysler

GB and we shall accept unconscionable terms from France and Germany
for being allowed to crawl back into the European Airbus project.
In finance we are about to subject our currency and our economic
life to the constraints of a European system far more damaging
than those of the I.L1.F,and the international bankers' agreements.
On the seas around our shores we allow ourselves to be told that
we have no right to protect the livelihood of our own fishermen.
So we go on, presenting to the world the

likeness of King Lear in

the storm, forcible-feeble, despised and of suspect sanity. Yet
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neither by those in power n4crbythose out of power is the nation's:
revulsion at its predicament expressed or its latent sense of honou-2
and self-respect reasserted. Of that, whatever else the political
parties do or do not do, they have proved themselves incapable.
It cannot last like this. Unless we actually have ceased to
be a nation at all and have become a mere geographically delineated
mass of humanity,the nation has to find a voice;
find one, it will make one.

and iT it cannot

For the Conservative Party above all

the position is critical. It cannot comfort itself with the reflection that, whoever else fails to pick up the challenge, it cannot
be the Labour Party which does so.

10 between socialism and nationalism:

There is no incompatibility
the combination of "national"

and "socialist" is not without precedent, and the precedent is
instructive. On the other hand, in the long run

a British

conservative party which is not nationalist cannot survive at all;
for in terms of British history and politics, the Tory Party is
about the nation and ultimately about nothinE else.

Through all

aberrations, adulterations and diversions the role of expressing
and interpreting the British nation to itself and the outside world,
in its institutions,its personality, its continuity and its homogeneity, belongs uniquely to the Conservative Party.

It cannot

renounce that role and still remain.
Why then, if that is so, is the Conservative Party today
able to "speak for Britain"? Why have nation and nationhood so
fallen out of its grammar and vocabulary that Conservative lips
seem incapable of pronouncing.them?
sure that I know; for the thi

I think I know.

Indeed, Iarfi

is really self-explanatory.

The

Conservative Party has given not just passive assent but active
support, assistance, encouragement and advocacy to the renunciatiell
by Britain of the status of

a

nation.

That renunciation has noo

been theoretic or philosophical: it has taken the form of repudiating specifically the very institutions by which Britain has alvuyi
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recognised and known itself as a nation.

To do all this and at the

same time to remain the voice of the nation, sensitive to its
fears and resentments and jealous of its honour, is a simple
are by definition mutually inimpossibility: the two ful2.ctions
compatible.
Boredom or impatience or bad conscience may growl something
about "King Charles, head";

but boring or not, painful or not,

there is no way in whichthe little matter of a sovereign parliament
can be evaded. In institutional terms, the British nation and its
sover±gn parliament are synonymous: the Crown and Parliament of
the United Kingdom contain within themselves all the essential
attributes of nationhood in British form.

That belonging to the

EUropean Economic Community involves of necessity the repudiatioh
of British parliamentary sovereignty is a proposition which even
the most captious no longer attempt to deny. Indeed, it would be
impossible to do so,in the presence of overriding legislation and
taxation by an external authority, of supreme jurisdiction by an
ext.Emalcourt, and of the direct election of an external
parliamentary body.

This had to be the price;

this was the

"eternal jewel" that had to be given to pay the entry.

It was the

Conservative Party which overcame its scruples and reluctance and
made"the great renunciation"; it is the Con-Servative2arty which —
to this day is the apologist and encomiast of what was done and of
all the necessary and LT:gicalconseauences of what was done.
It is not my fault - I state no more than is irrefutable that the Conservative Party muse choose - whether deliberatgy or
by default, but choose it must - between being the party of the
European Community or the party of the British nation.
be both.

It cannot

If its choice is not to "speak for Britain",then

assuredly somehow sometime that role will be taken ub by another.
That may well be what will happen;

but it does not need to be so.
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My purpose this evening is to draw your attention to an
elephant pit which is being prepared for Britain. Ti-Lfact that it
dug and covered with grass and sticks in full view of the
is bein,2elephant unfortunately affords that animal no

safeguard.

I have

long ceased to believe that the Biblical proverb, "In vain is the
net spread in the sight of the bird" was meant to apply to Britain.
On the contrary, the more openly the net is spread and the more
candidly the intentions of the fowlers are published, the more
probable it is that the British will walk straight into it and get
themselves caught.
At the last European Council in July, with Britain alone
entering a reservation, the nine 2.overnmentsof the E.E.C. decided
that at its next meeting it would proceed to set up a new European
monetary system. We already have an acronymic name for it, "Ems° ,
as if it was a real thing here and now.

The officials and finance

ministers of the nine countries were ordered to hatch out a detailal
plan for their masters' approval in December.

The essence of the

system is that the exchange parities of the respective currencies
will be fixed nd a Europeaninstitution will be set up to keep them
fixed.

I should also mention that there is to be a new European

currency unit at the centre of the system. Again

the child's birti

has been anticipated by deciding how it is to be christened. Its
acronym is ECU which bears a remarkable resemblance to the French
word - and historical coin - 6cu:

indeed, you would only need to

add écu d'or for the identity to be complete.
Considering that the adoption in 1925 of a fixed F:oldparity
for the pound sterlin: entailed upon Britain an untold total of
miseries and hardship, and considerirl that the adoption in 1945 of

- 2 the Bretton Mods systemof fixed parities

maintained by inter-

national intervention - an American version of the selfsame principde
now being adopted for Europe - entailed upon Britain twenty-five
years of humiliation and moral and economic damage, anyone who did
not know the 'form' would imagine that every alarm bell would long
ago have been ringing wildly.

3Jota bit of it!

The British public

and (until it went into recess) the British Parliament took hardly
the faintest notice of the whole business. After all, there were
the summer holidays; and after that there was to be the pleasurable,
ii meaning ess, excitement of a general election; and in any case,
had not our 'father figure"honest

Jim' - who incidentally reversed

himself on E.E.C. membership itself in one month flat after walking
into the Foreign Office - assured us that Britain's position was
reserved?

'Plenty of days still to Christmas; so let's think

about something else!'
Meanwhile Britain's acquiescence is already being openly
treated as a fait accomuli. Here is The Banker for September:
"Politically the United Kingdom and Italy have little choice but to
go along for the ride - if they want to be included in talks on
further initiatives in future.
The pail

This is largely accepted in WhiteheLn

Tele27raPh's editorial informs its docile Conservative
-,^

readership that "the first essential is a genuine commitment by the
British Government to take part and to welcome the disciplines that
this will impose upon us.

Of course it will involve a substantial

extra surrender of national sovereignty". Those words "of course° ,
"substantial" and "extra" deserve ample pondering. The E.E.C.
Commissioner for Monetary Affairs assured the world weeks ago that
"all the governments of the 1:Tine
were determined to arrive at concrate
decisions on the new European monetary system by the end of the year
When our Chancellor of the Exchequer found himself isolated at
Brussels among the finance ministers of the

it was not

- 3 because he expressed any opposition to the pinciple of the E..S0
It was only a disagreement about the way in which the compulsory
fixed parity was to be expressed. Unless Britain wakes up to what
is really going on, and speedily summons the courage to pronounce
the indispensable monosyllable No, it will already be all over by
December, and France and Germany - the Franco-German accord - will
have won by far the greatest battle so far in the war of conquest
which they are waging against the United Kingdom.
Simpletons who live in a barley-sugar world of benevolence
are at liberty to imagine that our friends the French and our good
-

'kind German allies have thought up yet another scheme, out of the
charitable impulses of their hearts, for affording assistance to us
British in reducing inflation and expanding our trade and production.

Those who know the real Lurope, that seething cauldron of

resentmnrits,ambitions and hostilities, understand very well what
is afoot! Step by step the orreproud offshore island is to be
and turned
The only dispute will
subjugated/into a subordinate province.
be latweenFrance and Germany as to who is to have the larger share
of the spoils and tribute. That dispute however still lies some
distance ahead:

for the present they can help each other to impose

their common purpose.

.•

No, I am not talking about such chicken-feed as the
C.A.P
Common .LgriculturalPolicy. It goes without saying that the/regime,
of common prices imposed by political authority in an autarkic
economy closed to the outside world, the system which has been the
main prize so far gained by France out of the E.E.C. and which
France intends to widen and deepen, depends upon a common currency
or (what is effectively the same thing) a system of currencies
interchangeable at fixed ecuivalences. That is all true, and that
would be motive enough for the continental nations to gang up
against -Britainto create such a system. But that is the least

•

-4the mischief. A common currency means common government: the one
is meaningless and impossible without the other. Accept common
money and you have accepted common government.
Do I have to spell it out with matchsticks? iiTat onal
currencies do not automatically remain in fixed alignment. If one
threatens to diverge, what happens?

'Oh', say the rules of the game,

'the others will lend it their money with which to bid up the price
of its own currency'. And when (as they must) they get tired of
lending to it, what then?

They order it to alter its ways and

dictate to it how to do so.

then is going to do the dictating?
7:Tho

'Jherewill be that common government which a common currency imp les:

.40You guessed it.
headlines.

"Paris-Bonn accord on European currency" run the

France and Germany, who hatched and willed this businem,

will see to it that they rule the roost:

a Franco-German hegemony

to begin with, and afterwards we shall see Whether

itwill be a

French hegemony, as France intends, or a German hegemony, as the
Germans never cease to purpose.
All this has nothing to do f/ithcommon markets or freedom of
trade or all the alleged ideals of the E.E.C.

Quite the reverse.

This is not about freedom: it is about compulsion. Hr.John 1Tott,
the only Opposition spokesman on economic matters Who deserves to
be taken seriously, wrote a remarkable letter recently, which made
this point.

"If," said he, "our rulers wish to create a European

currency zone , all that is necessary is to free all movement of
money, capital or current, and let people decide for themselves
what currency to buy and what to sell."

So what, he asked, is the

purpose of adopting a system of compulsion (and therefore of controls) instead? He gave the right answer:

"To conceal the ultimate

consequence for the British people of what is proposed." That
"ultimate consequence" is the economic and thereby the political
subjugation of the British people.

So I suppose that Tr hott, as

a supporter of the E.T.C., will be voting for it in due course when
Her Lajesty'sOpposition has wobbled off into line with the Daill7

5
Telegraph. One point however he got wrong;
because it reinforces the moral.

and I mention it

He sup7oosedthat,given freedom of

exchange and absence of control, "eventually the strongest currency
would predominate". rot sot when there is freedom of exchange and
where therefore prices - in this case exchange rates - move to keep
supply and demand in equilibrium, there is no meaning in "strong"
currencies or "weak" currencies, and the very notion of "predominance" cannot exist.

"Predominance" is exactly

the consequence

and the intention of a European currency system of fixed parities
- the predominance of those who framed and intend to impose the
system with that very end in view.

•Ill

How long will the British ipeoplebe content to be led from

one defeat to another by those who are either blind to what they are
doing or who openly or secretly desire the supersession of Britairi's
political indendence?

